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The Commerce Clause and Federalism after *Lopez* and *Morrison*: The Case for Closing the Jurisdictional-Element Loophole

Diane McGimsey

**INTRODUCTION**

In 1995, for the first time in almost sixty years, the Supreme Court struck down a federal statute as exceeding Congress’s Commerce Clause power.¹ Numerous commentators viewed *United States v. Lopez* as an indicator that a revolution in Commerce Clause jurisprudence was imminent, a revolution with potentially enormous implications for the relationship between the federal government and the states.²

This initial response to *Lopez* was understandable. In the prior two decades the Court had decided at least eleven cases validating Congress’s power to regulate under the Commerce Clause.³ Moreover, in the years since 1937, Congress had used its Commerce Clause power to regulate nearly everything, from a single farmer’s growth of wheat for home consumption⁴ to the activities of a mom-and-pop restaurant located eleven blocks from the nearest interstate highway and employing only thirty-six

---


⁴ Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942) (upholding the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 as applied to a farmer who harvested 239 bushels of wheat over his quota for use on his own farm).
persons. However, since the statute at issue in Lopez was relatively minor, no one could predict if Lopez meant that the Commerce Clause would no longer be, as Judge Alex Kozinski aptly referred to it, the "Hey, you-can-do-whatever-you-feel-like Clause." Then, five years after Lopez, in United States v. Morrison, the Court struck down the Violence Against Women Act's civil remedy provision as beyond Congress's Commerce Clause power. The Morrison decision seemed to confirm that Lopez was the beginning of a new era of judicial limitation of Congress's Commerce Clause power.

The Court's decisions in Lopez and Morrison have not, however, spurred the revolution initially foreseen by commentators. Predictions that numerous federal statutes would be at risk of judicial invalidation, including statutes criminalizing carjacking and violent demonstrations at abortion clinics, have not come true. Instead, lower courts have consistently rejected Lopez- and Morrison-based challenges to Congress's ability to enact statutes under its Commerce Clause power.


9. See John S. Baker, Jr., United States v. Morrison and Other Arguments Against Federal "Hate Crime" Legislation, 80 B.U. L. REV. 1191, 1192 (2000) (noting that before Morrison many courts and commentators were skeptical about the Court's dedication to enforcing federalism limits, but that the Court's decision in Morrison reconfirmed that commitment); Jesse H. Choper & John C. Yoo, The Scope of the Commerce Clause after Morrison, 25 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 843, 852 (2000) (concluding that the Supreme Court's decision in Morrison signaled that Lopez was not simply an aberration); Ronald D. Rotunda, The New States' Rights, the New Federalism, the New Commerce Clause, and the Proposed New Abdication, 25 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 869, 916 (2000) (arguing that even if one does not think Lopez was of great import, Morrison serves as proof that the Court indeed was serious in Lopez).


11. For a discussion of lower court decisions, see infra Part IV.B. For the view that the Court will fail to enforce the limits it set in Lopez and Morrison, see Suzanna Sherry, The Barking Dog, 46 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 877, 877 (1996) ("I believe that Lopez will join a growing list of cases that have been a nine-day wonder: cases that appear to be startling changes in direction and therefore create great joy and consternation when first decided, but that are subsequently ignored by the Court."); see also Larry Kramer, What's a Constitution for Anyway? Of History and Theory, Bruce Ackerman and the New Deal, 46 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 885, 885 (1996) ("Sober second thoughts have been, well, sober, and many observers now say that Lopez may not be such a big deal after all.").
A primary reason why Lopez and Morrison did not spur a revolution is that they limited congressional power with respect to only one of three categories of activity that courts have allowed Congress to regulate under the Commerce Clause. While Lopez and Morrison constricted the broadest of these three categories, which covers activities "that substantially affect interstate commerce," the decisions did not limit the other two areas that Congress can regulate under its Commerce Clause power: the channels of interstate commerce and the instrumentalities of interstate commerce.

Since Lopez and Morrison, commentators have noted the Court’s failure to address these other two areas of Commerce Clause regulation and have suggested ways in which the Court might reform its interpretation of the Commerce Clause to protect the federalism principles articulated in Lopez and Morrison. However, few commentators have focused on the role of the jurisdictional element as a means by which Congress can continue to carry on its activities as if Lopez and Morrison had never been decided. A jurisdictional-element requirement in a statute purportedly ensures a nexus between the regulated activity and interstate commerce. The jurisdictional element usually requires that some person or good that is subject to the regulation is either "in or affecting interstate commerce." Sometimes the jurisdictional element explicitly requires the transportation of a person or good across state lines in connection with the regulated activity. Often, however, the jurisdictional element has been interpreted to require only that the person or good subject to the regulation, or perhaps even just a person or good related to the regulated person or good, has

12. See Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 850.
13. Lopez, 514 U.S. at 559; see also infra Part III. In addition, Lopez and Morrison might have denied Congress the ability to regulate in some substantive areas. Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 853. The Court in Morrison notes that punishing intrastate violence "not directed at the instrumentalities, channels, or goods involved in interstate commerce" has always been a power reserved to the states. Morrison, 529 U.S. at 618. The Court went on to deny a general, plenary police power to the national government. Id. Thus, the Court appears to be saying that there are certain areas that Congress simply cannot regulate. However, the Court has not specifically enumerated such areas.
16. E.g., 18 U.S.C. § 922 (g)(9) (2000) ("It shall be unlawful for any person who has been convicted in any court of a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence...[to] possess in or affecting commerce, any firearm or ammunition which has been shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce.").
17. E.g., 18 U.S.C. § 922 (a) (2) (2000) ("It shall be unlawful for any importer, manufacturer, dealer, or collector licensed under the provisions of this chapter [18 U.S.C. §§ 921-930] to ship or transport in interstate or foreign commerce... ")
crossed a state line at some point. In sum, the jurisdictional element, which is supposed to connect the regulated person, good, or activity to interstate commerce, can be easily satisfied by a simple state-line crossing, however remote in time or purpose.

The significance of the jurisdictional element is that its presence in a statute leads courts to be lenient. When a statute includes a jurisdictional element, courts usually analyze the statute under Congress's power to protect the channels and instrumentalities of interstate commerce rather than under Congress's power to regulate purely intrastate activities that have "substantial effects" on interstate commerce. As noted above, Lopez and Morrison tightened up the substantial-effects analysis but did not reach the channels and instrumentalities analyses, under which courts typically validate Congress's sweeping interpretation of its Commerce Clause power. Thus, despite the limitations on certain aspects of Congress's Commerce Clause power imposed by Lopez and Morrison, Congress can still use the jurisdictional element to regulate almost any person, good, or activity that involves crossing state lines. Because courts do not subject statutes containing a jurisdictional element to the stricter "substantial effects" standard of review, Congress's Commerce Clause power remains essentially unchanged after Lopez and Morrison.

The problem with this status quo is that a state-line crossing requirement does not impose meaningful limits on congressional regulation. One hundred years ago, the fact that a person or good crossed state lines was a more reliable indication of a meaningful connection to interstate commerce because there were fewer noncommercial reasons and opportunities for such line crossing. Today, however, with the vastly increased integration of our society, almost every person or good will, at some point, cross a state line. Consequently, the fact that a person or good has crossed a state line at some point establishes no particular connection to interstate commerce and, thus, no commercial justification for federal regulation.

In recent years, the Rehnquist Court, which has devoted much attention to the federalism issue, has invalidated various statutes for being inconsistent with its vision of the proper boundaries between the federal

18. E.g., United States v. Johnson, 22 F.3d 106, 108-09 (6th Cir. 1994). The statute at issue in Johnson criminalized the taking of a motor vehicle "that has been transported, shipped, or received in interstate or foreign commerce." 18 U.S.C. 2119 (2002).
20. See United States v. Williams, 121 F.3d 615, 619 (11th Cir. 1997).
21. See Morrison, 529 U.S. at 613; Lopez, 514 U.S. at 561-62.
22. See Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 844 ("Federalism has become the defining issue of the Rehnquist Court."). Despite the Court's previous commitment to federalism, it is unclear now how large a role federalism will play in Chief Justice Rehnquist's later years on the Court given the nationalist sentiments currently sweeping over the United States in response to the September 11 terrorist attacks.
government and the states. This Comment argues that the federalism principles underlying those decisions are not likely to endure if the Court does not develop a new approach to reviewing legislation that relies on a jurisdictional element as its only connection to interstate commerce. Specifically, this Comment will demonstrate that the jurisdictional element in its current form allows Congress to reach almost any sector of society and, therefore, no longer evidences a close enough nexus to interstate commerce to justify a presumption of constitutionality. This paper will propose that the Court limit Congress's use of the jurisdictional element by imposing a "purpose nexus" requirement. A purpose-nexus requirement would require the jurisdictional element to conform both to the purposes of the statute and the purposes underlying the Commerce Clause power itself.

The next Part briefly presents some of the main justifications for protecting the integrity of our federalist system, even in modern times. Part II reviews the development of each of the three rationales that support congressional power to regulate under the Commerce Clause: the substantial-effects prong, the instrumentalities-of-commerce prong, and the channels-of-interstate commerce prong. Specifically, Part II analyzes how state-line crossing emerged as sufficient to invoke the Commerce Clause power and how courts came to apply the channels and instrumentalities prongs to statutes incorporating a jurisdictional element. Part III shows how Lopez and Morrison failed to limit Congress's ability to regulate intrastate activities because they failed to address Congress's use of the jurisdictional element as a means to extend its regulatory reach.

Part IV begins by considering how the significance of a state-line crossing as a meaningful indicator of interstate commerce has diminished as the U.S. economy grows. Part IV then examines how lower federal courts have responded to challenges to Congress's Commerce Clause power since Lopez. This examination demonstrates how courts have interpreted the jurisdictional element to implicate the channels and instrumentalities prongs and then have relied on state-line crossings that evince only remote connections to interstate commerce to sustain the constitutionality


24. Of course, even if the jurisdictional element is revised to impose more meaningful limits on Congress's Commerce Clause power, federalism may still be threatened by other alternative avenues of federal regulation. See Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 854-60 (discussing the Spending Clause as an "effective and pervasive alternative method for federal regulation," id. at 855).
of federal statutes. Finally, Part IV shows how such loose interpretations of
the jurisdictional element lead to absurd results and undermine federalism
principles.

Part V critiques several proposals for reform. First, it briefly reviews
drastic solutions that have been proposed by certain commentators. Next, it
discusses some obvious potential remedies to limit the jurisdictional ele-
ment and explains why those remedies will fail. Finally, it proposes that
the Court impose a purpose nexus on top of the jurisdictional element in
order to ensure that courts adequately police the boundaries of Congress’s
Commerce Clause power.

I

FEDERALISM: THE PRINCIPLE AT STAKE IN LOPEZ AND MORRISON

To understand the significance of the Court’s failure in Lopez and
Morrison to close the jurisdictional-element loophole, it is necessary to
consider the importance of federalism in the United States. This Part does
not attempt a comprehensive explanation of the benefits of federalism.
Rather, the following brief discussion is intended to provide readers with
insight into why the Framers considered federalism such an important
principle and why it still deserves protection.

Federalism is a dual system of government in which two sovereigns
have different, although at times overlapping, powers. The Constitution
clearly gives the federal government exclusive control over certain areas,
such as the military and foreign affairs, while explicitly reserving other,
enumerated powers to the states. Thus, historically the states have had
exclusive control over such areas as crime, education, and family law.
The purpose of this explicit enumeration is obvious. The Framers intended
the enumeration of powers to serve as a limit on federal governmental
power. Lopez and Morrison both reflect the Court’s concern with the
proper balance of power between the federal government and the states.

Though skeptics may doubt its relevance to today’s nationalized
economy and society, federalism has always been an essential part of the
framework that ensures the proper functioning of our system of

25. See generally Harry N. Scheiber, Federalism and the Constitution: The Original
Understanding, in AMERICAN LAW AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER (Lawrence M. Friedman &
Harry N. Scheiber eds., 1988).

26. See id.; see also U.S. CONST. amend. X.

27. See Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 846.

28. Thus, some of the Framers saw no need to include a bill of rights, as they felt the structure of
the Constitution adequately protected liberty. See THE FEDERALIST No. 84, at 535 (Alexander
Hamilton) (Benjamin Fletcher Wright ed., 1961) (“Why declare that things shall not be done which
there is no power to do?”).

29. See, e.g., Mark Tushnet, Comment, What Then Is the American?, 38 ARIZ. L. REV. 873, 876-
79 (1996) (arguing that Americans in general have become more alike, lessening the need for
federalism).
government. The increasing nationalization of certain aspects of society in the United States demands that the question of federalism and its proper boundaries be carefully considered. At each stage of national growth and integration, maintaining the proper federalism boundaries becomes more, not less, important lest the protections inherent in the federalism principles risk dilution, or worse yet, vanish altogether.30

Admittedly, pure principle did not alone drive the incorporation of federalism in the Constitution: the hardball politics of the founding period also played a role.31 However, protecting federalism does far more than to ensure devotion to the political compromises that produced the Constitution.32 First, federalism protects liberty.33 A dual system of government protects liberty better than a single system of government because citizens can look to one government to protect its rights from encroachment by the other.34 As James Madison observed, federalism protects liberty because it gives the people a double security: "The different governments will control each other at the same time that each will be controlled by itself."35 Even Alexander Hamilton, one of the greatest proponents of national power during the founding era, acknowledged the need for a diffusion of power between the state and federal governments. "If citizens' rights are invaded by either, they can make use of the other as an instrument of redress . . . . State governments will, in all possible contingencies, afford complete security against invasions of the public liberty by the national authority."36 Moreover, a dual system of government can also provide more expansive substantive rights than a single system of government.37

In addition to protecting liberty, federalism also protects diversity.38 In spite of the increasing nationalization of the economy and society, the United States remains a haven for diverse ideas, cultures, and values. A specific policy, while desirable in one area of the country, might be

---


31. See Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 846.


35. Id.


37. See Kreimer, supra note 23, at 67, 70 (pointing out that some states, such as California, which legalized the use of marijuana for medicinal purposes, and Oregon, which legalized assisted suicide, provide more individual rights protection than does the federal government in these areas).

unsuitable or even oppressive in another area. By allowing different states to choose different policies, more preferences can be satisfied. This diversity rationale is particularly pertinent to the area of criminal law, an area that is experiencing increasing federalization. The fact that people can agree that an activity is bad and possibly warrants criminalization does not translate into agreement as to what constitutes the most appropriate legislative response. The death penalty provides the most obvious example: everyone condemns murder, but there is nevertheless a vigorous debate over whether the death penalty should be imposed upon convicted murderers.

Finally, federalism enhances democracy. Smaller units of government encourage participation because citizens perceive a greater ability to exert meaningful influence. Furthermore, because state and local governments tend to be smaller and are closer to most citizens, it is easier for citizens to hold those elected representatives accountable for their actions. This potential for increased accountability in turn increases the incentives for officials to respond to state and local preferences.

One might ask why, if the government is so clearly structured as a federalist system, does the Supreme Court need to take active steps to protect federalism? Some scholars and jurists, led by Herbert Wechsler and Jesse Choper, concede the virtues of federalism but argue that federalism protections are adequately built into the Constitution. They conclude that Congress and the President, not the federal judiciary, are responsible for policing those boundaries. However, this political safeguards theory fails
to adequately protect federalism for several reasons.\textsuperscript{46} First, Congress cannot be trusted to police its own power.\textsuperscript{47} Second, members of Congress often come under intense pressure to disregard the preferences of a majority of their constituents.\textsuperscript{48} Furthermore, simply because a member of Congress is adequately representing his constituents does not ensure that he or she is also protecting the states qua states.\textsuperscript{49} Finally, the political safeguards theory is out of date because the political process itself protects federalism much less than it did when Herbert Wechsler first conceived of the theory.\textsuperscript{50} Because of the easy availability of cloture (which can defeat states' rights filibusters) in the Senate, and because of the one-person-one-vote decisions, which have left state legislatures with less redistricting power over incumbent representatives, the political process has become much less protective of federalism.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, the political safeguards theory overlooks the political realities that govern national politics today. Further, it wrongly assumes that the political power that state and local governments do retain at the national level will be used to protect federalism.\textsuperscript{52}

II

How a State-Line Crossing Became Sufficient to Invoke the Commerce Clause Power

The Constitution authorizes Congress "to regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes."\textsuperscript{53} The delegates to the Constitutional Convention agreed that the new national government needed greater commercial power than the

\textsuperscript{46} For a detailed critique of the political safeguards theory, see Yoo, supra note 32 (discussing the history of the political safeguards theory, the Rehnquist Court's recent rejection of that theory, and how an original understanding of the Constitution supports the rejection).

\textsuperscript{47} See Calabresi, supra note 42, at 30.

\textsuperscript{48} See generally Calabresi, supra note 2. One recent example of such pressures involves the debate over campaign finance reform. While many constituents may express a desire for serious reform, Congressmen are faced with the competing priority of trying to gain reelection, which in large part hinges on an ability to raise campaign funds. Some Congressmen might resist restricting their own ability to raise funds if they believe it will make their quests for reelection more difficult. Calabresi, supra note 42, at 30-31. National politicians face an incentive structure that promotes the expansion of national programs much more than it promotes the defense of federalism. Id. at 30. Calabresi notes that expanding national power results in an expansion of the amount of national resources to which Congress has access. Calabresi, supra note 2, at 795-96. This makes constituents happier than knowing their Congressman is vigorously "defending the proper meaning of the commerce power." Calabresi, supra note 42, at 30-31.

\textsuperscript{49} Calabresi, supra note 42, at 30-31.

\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 30.

\textsuperscript{51} Id.

\textsuperscript{52} See id. For example, state and local governments are often put in a difficult position when faced with a choice between their own autonomy to adopt certain public policies and their increasing dependence on federal funding, which is often predicated on states adopting federal programs.

\textsuperscript{53} U.S. CONSR. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.
Articles of Confederation afforded.\textsuperscript{54} This general agreement regarding the need for a commerce power meant, however, that the delegates spent little time debating and articulating what the scope of the power should be.\textsuperscript{55}

At the time of the framing, commerce among the states comprised such a small subset of activities and transactions that few real disputes arose over the scope of the term "commerce."\textsuperscript{56} To the Framers, "commerce" probably meant business intercourse, trade, or traffic, as opposed to agriculture and manufacturing.\textsuperscript{57} Divining the Framers’ understanding of "among the several States" is more difficult, however, because the concept might include intrastate and interstate activities that are intertwined.\textsuperscript{58} Professor Randy Barnett’s textual analysis of the Commerce Clause supports a restrictive definition that limits "among the several States" to commerce that is conducted "between people of different states."\textsuperscript{59} However, at least one scholar has posited a more expansive definition of the scope of the Commerce Clause power, arguing that the

\textsuperscript{54} See, e.g., 2 Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States 505 (1833); Letter from James Madison to George Washington (Apr. 16, 1787), in The Writings of James Madison 344-45 (1900-1910) (arguing that the new national government needed undivided authority over areas such as trade and import and export taxes because of the need for uniformity in those areas).


\textsuperscript{56} See infra Part IV.A.

\textsuperscript{57} See Berger, supra note 14, at 702 (citing Samuel Johnson, Dictionary of the English Language (1755)); see also 1 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, at 357 (Max Farrand ed., rev. ed. 1966) (suggesting that the early definition of “commerce” was understood to exclude agriculture); The Federalist No. 17, at 118 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961) (“[T]he supervision of agriculture and of other concerns of a similar nature... which are proper to be provided for by local legislation, can never be desirable cares of a general jurisdiction.”).

\textsuperscript{58} See Lino A. Graglia, United States v. Lopez: Judicial Review Under the Commerce Clause, 74 Tex. L. Rev. 719, 728 (1996). Professor Graglia contends that activities that are themselves intrastate commerce are often also facets of interstate commerce.

\textsuperscript{59} See Barnett, supra note 55, at 132. Barnett notes several points in support of this definition. First, if “among the several States” included wholly intrastate activity between people of the same state, the phrase would be superfluous. See id. Second, Barnett pointed to the Federalist papers, where James Madison clarified that the purpose of the power was to control and regulate trade between people of different states, motivated by the fear that states might levy improper taxes on goods from other states. See id. (citing The Federalist No. 42, at 90 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961)). Finally, Barnett found support for his interpretation in the ratification debates, arguing that the southern states would have never ratified the Constitution if the commerce power included the power to reach solely intrastate activities, specifically the slave trade within a particular state. See id. at 134. See also Berger, supra note 14, at 703-06. Berger adopted a restrictive definition of “among the several States,” arguing that “among” is synonymous with “between.”
meaning of "among the states" includes all commerce within any one state.\textsuperscript{60}

It is noteworthy that regardless of whether a restrictive or expansive definition of "among the several States" is endorsed, neither interpretation supports a definition of the Commerce Clause power that allows Congress to regulate any person or good that has ever crossed a state line. After all, it is hard to argue that a man, out for an afternoon stroll, who walks across the state line from Nevada into California, has anything at all to do with interstate or intrastate commerce. To put it more concretely, even scholars who support expansive definitions for "among the several States" must still contend with the commerce connection.

The tension between a restrictive and expansive interpretation of the Commerce Clause power was also present in Chief Justice Marshall's opinion in \textit{Gibbons v. Ogden},\textsuperscript{61} the first and arguably the most important interpretation of the scope of the Commerce Clause.\textsuperscript{62} Some scholars and jurists cite \textit{Gibbons} to support the argument that Congress's Commerce Clause power is a "plenary" power with very few limitations.\textsuperscript{63} Justice Marshall wrote that the power to regulate interstate commerce "is complete in itself, may be exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations, other than those prescribed in the Constitution."\textsuperscript{64} In contrast, scholars and jurists adhering to a more restrictive interpretation of Congress's Commerce Clause power find support in other portions of Chief Justice Marshall's opinion,\textsuperscript{65} where he highlights the fact that the Constitution is a written constitution with limited, enumerated powers. "The enumeration presupposes something not enumerated; and that something, if we regard the language or the subject of the sentence, must be the exclusively internal commerce of a state."\textsuperscript{66}

Under one reading of \textit{Gibbons},\textsuperscript{67} the unrestricted use of the jurisdictional element falls sufficiently within Congress's Commerce Clause power to justify regulations based on even the remotest connections to
interstate commerce. Chief Justice Marshall defined "among" as "intermingled with."

Commerce that is "completely internal . . . and which does not extend to or affect other States," is, according to Chief Justice Marshall, outside the scope of Congress's Commerce Clause power. Chief Justice Marshall also defined "among" as that which concerns more than one state. Under this latter definition, it is difficult to say that anything is completely internal because, depending on the level at which you examine the activity, "concern" can encompass a broad range of intrastate activities only remotely connected to interstate commerce. Thus, today, almost every person or good could be considered "among" the states in the sense described by Chief Justice Marshall.

However, it is important to emphasize one fact: Gibbons dealt solely with commerce among the states and did not reach purely intrastate activities. The language in Chief Justice Marshall's opinion might support the regulation of intrastate activities that somehow concern more than one state, but such activities differ significantly from wholly intrastate non-commercial activities. This distinction is important because it shows that Gibbons should not have been used to justify unwarranted and unnecessary regulation of purely intrastate activities by Congress. Yet that is exactly what happened: Gibbons opened the floodgates to Congressional regulation based on an overly expansive interpretation of the Commerce Clause.

I move now to the development of Commerce Clause jurisprudence after Gibbons. Under each of the three prongs—substantial effects, channels, and instrumentalities of commerce—Congress's power to regulate expanded throughout the twentieth century. While courts zeroed in on the

---

68. Gibbons, 22 U.S. at 194.
69. Id. at 195.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 1. In Gibbons, the New York legislature had granted Robert Livingston and Robert Fulton an exclusive steamboat license to navigate all waters within New York. See id. The licenses were later assigned to John R. Livingston, who in turn assigned them to Aaron Ogden. Thomas Gibbons, pursuant to a 1793 federal statute, operated a ferry between New York and New Jersey, violating Ogden's exclusive right to navigate those waters. Id. Ogden sued Gibbons in the New York Court of Chancery, and Gibbons claimed that his activities were lawful under the federal statute. Id. The Court of Chancery agreed with Ogden and issued an injunction. Id. After affirmance by New York's highest court, the parties appealed to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court reversed, upholding the federal law. See id.
72. Another reason it is problematic to rely on Chief Justice Marshall's opinion in Gibbons as a basis for an expansive definition of Congress's Commerce Clause power is that the opinion was much more sweeping than necessary to decide the case. Gibbons involved subject matter likely to fit within even a restrictive definition of Congress's Commerce Clause power. The dispute involved both commercial activity and transportation between two states. Id. Further, Gibbons addressed one of the major problems that the Framers had designed the Commerce Clause to remedy: state legislation that discriminated against other states, hence creating a problem that only the national government could address. See Bradley A. Harsch, Brzonkala, Lopez, and the Commerce Clause Canard: A Synthesis of Commerce Clause Jurisprudence, 29 N.M. L. Rev. 321, 331 (1999); Regan, supra note 14, at 573; see also Barnett, supra note 55, at 132.
substantial-effects prong, which before Lopez seemed to allow the most regulation, it is clear that by the time the Court decided Lopez, each of the prongs was being interpreted broadly enough to support far more legislation than the Framers intended to allow under the Commerce Clause power.

A. Substantial-Effects Prong

The history of the substantial-effects prong similarly reflects the tension between expansive and restrictive interpretations of Congress's Commerce Clause power. After Gibbons, the Supreme Court did not hear another major Commerce Clause case until 1895, more than seventy years later.\(^73\) During the intervening decades, the United States' commercial infrastructure dramatically expanded. By 1880, the twenty-three miles of operable railroad track in existence when Gibbons was decided had expanded to 93,262 miles.\(^74\) Also during the late 1800s, Congress began passing more statutes pursuant to its Commerce Clause power.\(^75\) The Court closely scrutinized those statutes, defining the Commerce Clause power narrowly during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.\(^76\)

According to the Court's newly restrictive definition of the Commerce Clause power, Congress could regulate purely intrastate activities only if there was a direct effect on interstate commerce. The Court admitted the difficulty of determining what is direct and what is indirect, but noted that the activity/condition must "operate proximately—not mediately, remotely, or collaterally—to produce the effect . . . . [T]he extent of the effect bears no logical relation to its character."\(^77\) Further, the Court drew bright lines between what was purely intrastate and what was interstate. Thus, Congress could not get around proving direct effects by claiming that because an article had previously traveled through interstate commerce it was not "intrastate."\(^78\) The Court determined that some activities, as a matter of law, were purely intrastate and did not have a direct effect on commerce. For instance, the Court determined that there is a distinction between

\(^{73}\) During the period between Gibbons and United States v. E.C. Knight, 156 U.S. 1 (1895), the Court heard predominantly dormant Commerce Clause cases, addressing whether states, absent a federal statute, could enact legislation affecting interstate commerce. For a brief discussion of some of the important cases during that period, see Nelson & Pushaw, supra note 55, at 64-68.


\(^{76}\) E.g., Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 U.S. 251 (1918); E.C. Knight Co., 156 U.S. 1.


\(^{78}\) See, e.g., Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935) (holding that Congress could not regulate the sale of chickens just because they had once been shipped interstate—once they got to their destination, they ceased to be interstate commerce).
manufacturing and commerce and that the former is always "a matter of local regulation" with no direct effect on interstate commerce.79

President Roosevelt's landslide reelection in 1936, coupled with his famous court-packing plan,80 and Justice Roberts' "switch in time that saved nine,"81 marked a revolutionary expansion in the scope of Congress's Commerce Clause power. While Congress was still considering the court-packing plan, the Court decided National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.82 By a 5-4 margin, the Court sustained the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, a law intended to protect laborers' right to organize by prohibiting employers from discharging employees for engaging in union activity.83 In so doing, the Court abandoned its emphasis on bright-line distinctions, such as those between manufacturing and commerce and between direct and indirect effects, and instead introduced a new test.84 As long as the regulated activity had a "close and substantial relation to interstate commerce," it did not matter if the statute regulated solely intrastate or local activities.85 After Jones & Laughlin, the Court no longer examined the intrastate activity in question, but rather focused on its effect.86

Five years later, the Court expanded the Commerce Clause power even further when it upheld the Agricultural Adjustment Act.87 The Agricultural Adjustment Act imposed growth quotas on farmers. Wickard v. Filburn involved a farmer who violated the act's quotas by growing an extra 239 bushels of wheat.88 Although the farmer intended to use the extra wheat solely for consumption on his own farm, the Court held that Congress could regulate such activity because it substantially affected interstate commerce.89 To reach this conclusion, the Court introduced an

80. In response to the Court's refusal to uphold much of the aggressive social and economic welfare legislation President Roosevelt tried to pass during the Great Depression, the President introduced his infamous court-packing plan, which would have allowed him to nominate six new Justices to the Supreme Court. See William E. Leuchtenburg, THE SUPREME COURT REBORN: THE CONSTITUTIONAL REVOLUTION IN THE AGE OF ROOSEVELT 132-62 (1995).
82. 301 U.S. 1 (1937).
83. See id. at 22-23, 49.
85. See 301 U.S. at 37. The Court noted that "the fact that the employees here concerned were engaged in production is not determinative. The question remains as to the effect upon interstate commerce of the labor practice involved." Id. at 40.
86. See id. at 32 ("[T]he effect upon commerce, not the source of the injury, which is the criterion."); see also Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, 123-25 (1942).
87. Wickard, 317 U.S. 111.
88. Id. at 114-15.
89. Id. at 128-29.
aggregation principle that greatly expanded Congress's Commerce Clause power. The Court acknowledged that Wickard's extra growth of wheat did not have a substantial effect on interstate commerce when viewed in isolation, but the Court reasoned that comparable violations by similarly situated farmers would, in the aggregate, substantially affect interstate commerce. After Wickard, Congress needed only to show that the regulated activity, when aggregated with other like activities, had a substantial effect on commerce.

Not long after the Court began to expansively interpret the Commerce Clause power, it became difficult to take federalism review seriously. The substantial-effects prong set a low bar. Under the prong, the Court simply asked whether Congress had a rational basis to conclude that the activity in question, when aggregated with similar activities, substantially affected commerce. Such a forgiving standard hardly seems consistent with the Constitution's grant of only limited powers to the federal government. With such a deferential definition of what substantially affects interstate commerce, it is not surprising that both Congress and the federal courts have paid little attention to the other two prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power: the channels and the instrumentalities of interstate commerce.

B. Regulation of the Channels and Instrumentalities of Interstate Commerce

Most of the debate over the expansion of Congress's Commerce Clause power has focused on Congress's ability to regulate wholly intrastate activities via the substantial-effects prong. Courts and scholars have paid relatively little attention to Congress's ability to regulate the channels and instrumentalities of commerce. The Court has seemed to take it as a

90. See id. at 127 ("That appellee's own contribution to the demand for wheat may be trivial by itself is not enough to remove him from the scope of the federal regulation where, as here, his contribution, taken together with that of others similarly situated, is far from trivial.").


92. See Graglia, supra note 58, at 742.

93. From the aggregation theory, the Court had no choice but to eventually utilize a rational-basis review, because the question of whether an activity, when aggregated with other "like" activities, substantially affects interstate commerce takes place in a hypothetical world. See Delchin, supra note 65, at 590; see, e.g., Perez v. United States, 402 U.S. 146 (1971) (upholding the Consumer Credit Protection Act, which criminalized "loan sharking" or "extortionate credit transactions"). The Perez Court found that Congress could have rationally concluded that loan sharking substantially affects interstate commerce because it "exacts millions from the pockets of people, coerces its victims into the commission of crimes against property, and causes the takeover by racketeers of legitimate business." Id. at 156. See also Maryland v. Wirtz, 392 U.S. 183, 195 (1968) (upholding an application of the Fair Labor Standards Act, which regulated the hours and wages of certain employees, based on the fact that the employers involved made purchases from out of state).

given that Congress's Commerce Clause power should extend to persons, goods, and activities that are deemed to be indisputably interstate because they are somehow connected to the crossing of state lines.95

1. Instrumentalities of Interstate Commerce

The "instrumentalities of commerce" are generally considered things used in carrying out commerce, such as motor vehicles, roadways, railways, trains, and planes.96 However, the definition is broad: forms of communication, such as telephone lines and wires that transmit communications across state lines, are also considered instrumentalities of commerce.97 The Court has even included "persons or things in interstate commerce" in the instrumentalities prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power.98

During the same years that the Supreme Court was setting forth a restricted view of Congress’s Commerce Clause power under the substantial-effects prong, the Court established several bases for congressional regulation of the instrumentalities of commerce. For instance, the Court established that Congress could regulate the instrumentalities of interstate commerce to prevent actors in one state from using those instrumentalities to inflict harm in another. Thus, in Hipolite Egg Co. v. United States, the Court upheld Congress's power to regulate transportation in interstate commerce of adulterated articles that would deceive or injure persons in the receiving state.99 Similarly, in James Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Maryland Railway Co., the Court upheld Congress's power to prevent the use of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce to carry intoxicating liquors into any state where they were prohibited.100

The power to regulate the instrumentalities of commerce in order to prevent harm among states was not initially unlimited, however. When the harm was not actually accomplished, at least in part, by using the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, the Court refused to sustain legislation. In Hammer v. Dagenhart, the Court struck down the Act of September 1, 1916, which prohibited the transportation in interstate commerce of goods made at a factory that had employed children under the age of fourteen

98. See Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558.
100. 242 U.S. 311, 325-32 (1917).
within thirty days of the shipment of the goods. The Court emphasized that in prior cases where Congress’s power to regulate the instrumentalities of interstate commerce had been upheld, “the use of interstate transportation was necessary to the accomplishment of harmful results.” The Court then noted that the harm the act sought to prevent—child labor—had nothing to do with interstate commerce. It was accomplished regardless of whether the goods were shipped interstate or not. In other words, Congress’s purpose in enacting the Act bore no relation to interstate commerce. Thus, the Court also concluded that Congress could not use its Commerce Clause power to achieve a purpose not related to regulating interstate commerce, such as to indirectly control local trade and manufacture, matters properly left with the states.

When the Court overruled Hammer v. Dagenhart in Untied States v. Darby, and thereby eliminated any requirement that the purpose of the legislation relate to the regulation of interstate commerce, the requirement that the channels or the instrumentalities of commerce must be used to accomplish the harm lost much of its punch. Without any other explicit limitation, Congress retained the leeway to punish activities that were remote from the use of the channels or the instrumentalities of interstate commerce. For instance, under this interpretation Congress could still, under its Commerce Clause power, punish any crime in which the perpetrator drove a vehicle (an instrumentality of commerce) to get to the location where he would carry out the crime.

The Court also held that Congress could regulate the instrumentalities of commerce to protect the instrumentalities themselves, even when regulation of interstate instrumentalities incidentally required regulation of intrastate instrumentalities. In Southern Railway v. United States, the Court considered legislation that involved the instrumentalities of both intrastate and interstate commerce. The Safety Appliance Act, premised on the understanding that railroads are instrumentalities of commerce, regulated the safety standards of certain railroad car equipment, regardless of whether those cars traveled interstate or wholly intrastate. The Court upheld the act based on Congress’s plenary power to protect interstate commerce, regardless of whether the danger arose from interstate or intrastate activities. The Court’s decision probably did not spur federalism concerns,

101. 247 U.S. 251, 269, 277 (1918), overruled by United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941). The Court in Darby abandoned the Hammer requirement that the regulated articles must themselves be “harmful or deleterious.” Darby, 312 U.S. at 115-17.
103. See id. at 272.
104. See id. at 273-74.
105. United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941).
106. 222 U.S. 20 (1911).
107. Id. at 24.
108. Id. at 27.
however, because reasonable safety concerns necessitated such a broad grant of authority. For instance, Congress could not prevent physical injury on the interstate railways without regulating both intrastate and interstate railway cars because the cars are often intermingled. The last point is a very important one. Here, because of the intermingling of cars, Congress had no choice but to regulate all of them in order to exercise its power over the safety of the interstate railways. Read narrowly, then, this rationale puts a very strict limitation on the Commerce Clause power, requiring an impossibility of Congress achieving its proper purpose without regulating both intrastate and interstate activity.

Finally, the Court justified Congress's regulation of the instrumentalities of commerce based on the need to prevent economic injury to interstate commerce. In *Houston, E. & W. Tex. Railway Co. v. United States*, the Court considered an order by the Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") requiring an interstate railroad to charge the same rates for both intrastate and interstate shipments. The complaint was that the Houston, East & West Texas Railway Company charged lower rates for shipments out of Dallas and other points in Texas into eastern Texas than they did for shipments that came into Texas from Shreveport, Louisiana. In upholding the ICC order, the Court recognized one of the purposes underlying the enactment of the Commerce Clause:

Interstate trade was not left to be destroyed or impeded by the rivalries of local governments. The purpose was to make impossible the recurrence of the evils which had overwhelmed the Confederation and to provide the necessary basis of national unity by insuring "uniformity of regulation against conflicting and discriminating state legislation." Thus, the Court held that Congress could prevent actors from using the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, which are often also used as instrumentalities of intrastate commerce, to injure interstate commerce.

This power came with a limitation, however. The Court held that Congress's control of the instruments of interstate commerce only extended to matters having such a close and substantial relation to interstate traffic that the control is essential or appropriate to the security of that traffic, to the efficiency of the interstate service, and to the maintenance of conditions under which interstate commerce may

109. *Id.*
110. 234 U.S. 342 (1914).
111. *See id.* at 346. For instance, based on the company's rate scheme, if a shipment commenced in Dallas and went eastward within Texas, 60 cents would buy 160 miles of first class carriage. The same 60 cents, however, would only buy 55 miles of carriage from Shreveport into Texas. *Id.*
112. *Id.* at 350.
113. *Id.* at 353-54.
be conducted upon fair terms and without molestation or hindrance.\textsuperscript{114}

Thus, the Court implicitly limited Congress's control over the instrumentalities of commerce to those means necessary to carry out the underlying purposes of the Commerce Clause power.

Allowing Congress to exercise control over the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, even when they are also instrumentalities of intrastate commerce, makes sense. If the shipment of goods in interstate commerce requires the use of the instrumentalities of intrastate commerce, Congress must be able to ensure that states are not using control over intrastate instrumentalities to discriminate against goods and products from other states. However, as described above, the \textit{Houston} Court's expansive view of Congress's Commerce Clause power included a clear articulation of the limits of that power. Mere line crossings were not enough to justify regulation of the instrumentalities of interstate, and consequently, intrastate, commerce. Rather, such regulation could be justified only by legitimate concerns regarding the protection of interstate commerce, and were based on close links between the intrastate activity and interstate commerce. Unless there was some close connection between the regulation and interstate commerce evincing the need for the federal government to regulate the intrastate activity, the instrumentalities rationale would fail. Thus, in \textit{Railroad Retirement Board v. Alton Railroad Co.}, the Court refused to allow Congress to force intrastate employers to give railway workers certain retirement and pension benefits.\textsuperscript{115} Although the Court recognized that the pension plan would provide certain social benefits, after examining relevant statistics it concluded that the plan could "have no relation to the promotion of efficiency, economy or safety."\textsuperscript{116}

Thus, the Court's early instrumentalities cases were supported by several different rationales: the use of the instrumentalities of commerce to achieve the specific harm, the protection of the instrumentalities of commerce themselves, and the prevention of economic injury. Importantly, each of these rationales imposed a purpose nexus,\textsuperscript{117} but no other explicit nexus requirements. Consequently, even with a loose purpose nexus, the cases still left open the possibility of congressional regulation based on any harm for which the line crossing was a "but-for" cause.

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textbf{114}.] \textit{Id.} at 351.
\item[\textbf{115}.] 295 U.S. 330, 362-74 (1935).
\item[\textbf{116}.] \textit{Id.} at 367. The Act stated as a purpose the promotion of "efficiency and safety in interstate transportation." \textit{Id.} at 363. However, the Court concluded the attainment of such purpose could not have been a true feature of the Act, as the statistics demonstrated that the Act would not have any effect on the efficiency and safety of interstate transportation. \textit{Id.} at 367.
\item[\textbf{117}.] By "purpose nexus" I mean a requirement that the purpose of the legislation had some nexus to the original purposes behind granting Congress the Commerce Clause power.
\end{itemize}
2. **Channels of Interstate Commerce**

The scope of Congress's Commerce Clause power also includes the ability to regulate and protect the "channels of interstate commerce," such as highways, waterways, and airways. This means that, in order to protect the channels of interstate commerce, Congress can regulate persons or goods that pass through interstate commerce. The Court first explicated the rationale underlying the channels prong in *Champion v. Ames* (the "Lottery Case"), when it upheld a federal law that prohibited the interstate shipment of lottery tickets. The Court relied on at least two lines of reasoning in the *Lottery Case*. First, Justice Harlan reasoned that carrying lottery tickets from one state to another constituted interstate commerce. Justice Harlan clarified, however, that any carriage across state lines would not suffice; rather, the carriage must have been performed by an independent carrier, presumably for a fee. This meant that Justice Harlan's definition of interstate commerce did not extend, for example, to an individual who drove across state lines with a lottery ticket in his pocket. Next, Justice Harlan discussed the evils associated with lotteries. Like diseased cattle, which can harm the channels of interstate commerce by spreading disease through those channels to other cattle, Justice Harlan posited that the "evil" tickets could also spread their disease in the channels of interstate commerce. Thus, the prohibition was necessary to protect the channels of interstate commerce from contamination.

Dissenting, Justice Fuller pointed out the potentially massive implications of sustaining the statute. First, Justice Fuller concluded that the tickets themselves were not commerce. In addition, he warned that the Court's reasoning left no stopping point. "An invitation to dine, or to take a drive, or a note of introduction, all become articles of commerce under the ruling in this case, by being deposited with an express company for transportation."

---

119. *Id.* at 354 ("We are of opinion that lottery tickets are subjects of traffic and therefore are subjects of commerce, and the regulation of the carriage of such tickets from State to State, at least by independent carriers, is a regulation of commerce among the several States.").
120. *Id.* at 344.
121. *Id.* at 371.
122. The Court also discussed the distinction between prohibition and regulation, reasoning that the power to regulate includes the power to prohibit, making the fact that the statute prohibited the activity altogether, rather than merely regulating its use, insignificant. *See id.*
123. *See id.* at 356 ("Experience has shown that the common forms of gambling are comparatively innocuous when placed in contrast with the widespread pestilence of lotteries . . . the latter infests the whole community; it enters every dwelling . . . .") (citing *Phalen v. Virginia*, 49 U.S. (8 How.) 163, 168 (1850)).
124. *See id.* at 358.
125. *Id.* at 369 (Fuller, J., dissenting).
126. *Id.* at 371.
On the one hand, the part of the *Lottery Case* that focused on the lottery tickets as interstate commerce arguably presented a constricted view of the role of line crossing under the prong. Lottery tickets are subject to sale for value and possess a large economic value to the holder of the winning ticket. Further, the tickets were deposited with an independent carrier (probably at a cost) to be shipped across state lines. Thus, the nexus between the item (a commercial good) and the prohibition (the shipment across state lines) and interstate commerce was, if nothing else, at least tightly connected temporally.\(^\text{127}\)

On the other hand, as recognized by Justice Fuller, the Court’s reliance on the diseased cattle analogy suggested that the “channels of interstate commerce” rationale bestowed a much broader Commerce Clause power on Congress. Although diseased cattle might actually harm the channels of interstate commerce by transmitting diseases while in transport, the lottery tickets could not spread their “evil” while in transport. Congress may have believed that lotteries themselves were evil, but the tickets are just paper—hardly comparable to diseased cattle. Using this remarkably weak comparison to diseased cattle, Congress could easily regulate any item or good passing through interstate commerce simply by characterizing it as “evil” and thereby a threat to the channels of interstate commerce, regardless of whether the regulated item or activity could conceivably pose any real threat to other persons or goods in the channels of interstate commerce.

Other cases decided in the same time period reflected dual views of the breadth of the Commerce Clause power.\(^\text{128}\) For instance, in *Hoke v. United States*, the Court sustained the constitutionality of the White Slave Traffic Act of June 25, which prohibited the transportation in interstate commerce of women and girls for immoral purposes.\(^\text{129}\) As in the *Lottery Case*, the temporal nexus between the prohibition—the interstate transportation of women and girls for immoral purposes—and the line crossing was tight. Congress was not, for instance, trying to regulate immoral behavior by prohibiting the participation in such behavior when the woman or girl had, at any point in her life, ever crossed state lines. Rather, the definition of bad behavior included line crossing. In addition, as in the *Lottery Case*, Congress was prohibiting the use of the channels of interstate commerce to spread “evils.”\(^\text{130}\)

---

127. Of course, the main problem is that Congress was not really trying to protect commerce through its prohibition, but rather trying to exercise a general police power likely not within the purposes behind granting Congress the Commerce Clause power in the first place.


The Court abandoned any implicit temporal nexus, however, when it considered an application of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938, which prohibited the alteration, destruction, or removal of a federally mandated label from any food, drug, device, or cosmetic being held for sale after being shipped in interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{131} In \textit{United States v. Sullivan}, Sullivan, a local pharmacist, had purchased pills from out of state, which came shipped in large bottles containing the proper federal warning labels. Before reselling them to in-state customers, Sullivan transferred the pills to smaller bottles without including the federal warning labels required by the act.\textsuperscript{132} The Court upheld the criminal conviction of the pharmacist, based on the fact that the pills had, at one point, traveled through the channels of interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{133}

The Court based its decision, in part, upon its earlier holding in \textit{McDermott v. Wisconsin},\textsuperscript{134} which considered the Pure Foods and Drug Act of 1906, a variant of the act at issue in \textit{Sullivan} that had a similar prohibition on misbranding.\textsuperscript{135} In \textit{McDermott}, the Court found Congress's power to pass the Pure Foods and Drug Act unquestionable:

[Congress] has the right not only to pass laws which shall regulate legitimate commerce among the States and with foreign nations, but has full power to keep the channels of such commerce free from the transportation of illicit or harmful articles...and to prevent the facilities of such commerce being used to enable such articles to be transported throughout the country from their place of manufacture to the people who consume and use them....\textsuperscript{136}

The Court in \textit{Sullivan} thus utilized two rationales for upholding the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: first, the diseased cattle rationale (Congress can protect the channels of interstate commerce from injurious articles) and second, the harm rationale (Congress can prohibit the use of the channels of interstate commerce to conduct specific harms). The dual rationales, however, present dual difficulties. First, the Court took the diseased cattle analogy too far. At least as applied to Sullivan, the articles were not injurious while traveling through interstate commerce. Rather, the "injury" occurred after the articles had passed through the channels, thus presenting no risk to the channels of interstate commerce themselves. The Court did not apply a purpose nexus: it expressed no concern that the pharmacist's transfer of the pills to smaller bottles without the federal warning labels posed no actual risks to the channels or instrumentalities of commerce. Second, the Court did not even hint at any sort of temporal

\textsuperscript{132} Sullivan, 332 U.S. at 691-92.
\textsuperscript{133} Id. at 697.
\textsuperscript{134} 228 U.S. 115 (1913).
\textsuperscript{135} Sullivan, 332 U.S. at 697-98.
\textsuperscript{136} McDermott, 228 U.S. at 128 (citing Hipolite Egg Co. v. United States, 220 U.S. 45 (1911)).
nexus requirement. The Court found no problem with the fact that the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act only required the articles to have traveled through interstate commerce at some point. Conceivably, the pharmacist’s actions could have taken place years after the state-line crossing. While the possibility of a resale of the drugs at issue in *Sullivan* occurring fifty years after the line crossing might seem remote, given the likelihood that such articles would have some sort of expiration point, when Congress applies the same rationale to articles such as handguns, the limitless nature of the channels prong becomes more evident.

The Court, by failing to define how explicit the nexus between the line crossing and the regulated activity must be, opened the door for more expansive interpretations of what Congress could regulate under the channels and instrumentalities rationales. As the following sections will demonstrate, Congress eventually began to regulate activity based not on a close connection between a line crossing and the regulated activity, but on the fact that a person or good had, at some point, crossed state lines.

3. *The Jurisdictional Element*

The channels and instrumentalities prongs are often referred to in tandem, perhaps reflecting the fact that some cases can be analyzed under either prong. For instance, *Hammer* (the child labor case) could be viewed as a case where the Court refused to sustain the legislation because the harm Congress was trying to reach was not created by using the instrumentalities of commerce. Alternatively, it could be viewed as a case where the Court refused to sustain the legislation because the articles being shipped were not evil in themselves and thus there was no need to protect the channels of interstate commerce from those articles.

Regardless of how they are labeled, channels and instrumentalities cases have presented a muddied view of how close the nexus must be to interstate commerce to sustain legislation. The prior cases utilized different rationales, some of which involved tight links between interstate commerce

---

137 Some courts also find overlap with the substantial-effects prong. This overlap makes sense with regard to statutes where the jurisdictional element requires a showing that something was "in or affecting commerce" because it is possible for the regulated activity to occur solely intrastate and still affect commerce. In these cases, the substantial-effects prong can be invoked. In other cases, the overlap is due less to the language of the jurisdictional element than simply to the method of the court’s reasoning. For instance, in *Katzenbach v. McClung*, 379 U.S. 294 (1964), the Court sustained the public accommodations provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, holding that Title II prohibited racial discrimination in restaurants. Since *Katzenbach* involved intrastate activities, the Court analyzed the case under the substantial-effects prong of Congress’s Commerce Clause power. *Id.* at 302. However, in finding a substantial effect on interstate commerce, the Court relied in part on the fact that the restaurant had purchased some of its food from outside the state. *Id.* at 304. The Court did not, however, clarify whether its reliance on the line crossing was based on an assumption that the line crossing meant that the restaurant was dealing in goods in interstate commerce, and thus its holding was necessary to protect the channels of interstate commerce, or if its reliance was based on an assumption that the line crossing itself evidenced a substantial effect on interstate commerce.
(or the channels or instrumentalities of interstate commerce) and the regulated activity, but some of which did not (for instance, those cases utilizing the diseased-cattle rationale). The Court solved much of this confusion/lack of clarity regarding how tight the nexus must be to interstate commerce, however, when it considered the jurisdictional element in United States v. Bass and Scarborough v. United States.

Both Bass and Scarborough involved the felon-in-possession statute which prohibited the receipt, possession, or transportation of a firearm "in commerce or affecting commerce" by a felon. While Bass only concerned a matter of statutory interpretation, in dicta the Court suggested ways in which the government could satisfy the jurisdictional element. Significantly, the Court noted that the government could satisfy its burden as to the "receipt" prong of the statute by showing that the firearm had "previously traveled in interstate commerce." The Court in Scarborough, when actually faced with the concrete question of when the jurisdictional element is satisfied, expanded the suggestion it made in Bass to reach the "possession" prong of the statute. In other words, the Court found that Congress could also satisfy the jurisdictional element and punish mere possession simply by a showing that the firearm had previously traveled in interstate commerce. Notably, the Court implicitly disavowed any purpose nexus (by noting without pause that the petitioner's theories would "create serious loopholes" in Congress's plan to punish firearm possession by felons), as well as any temporal or causation nexus (by noting that Congress intended to broadly reach firearm possessions "with little concern for when the nexus with commerce occurred"). Though Scarborough involved a matter of statutory interpretation, the Court expressed no reservations about the constitutionality of the statute.

In sum, after Bass and Scarborough, under the channels and instrumentalities prongs of its Commerce Clause power, Congress could regulate any person or good that had ever crossed state lines, even if that line crossing was entirely unconnected with the regulated activity, as long as Congress included a jurisdictional element in the statute. Given that today almost all persons and goods move through interstate commerce at some

---

140. Bass, 404 U.S. at 337; Scarborough, 431 U.S. at 564.
142. Id.
143. Scarborough, 431 U.S. at 577.
144. Id.
145. Petitioners argued that if an individual purchased the gun before his conviction, the fact that the gun had previously traveled in interstate commerce should not satisfy the jurisdictional element. Id. at 576.
146. For discussion of a causation nexus, see infra Part V.A.4.
147. Scarborough, 431 U.S. at 576-77.
point, the jurisdictional element has devolved into a mere formality. Nevertheless, despite the ease with which Congress could rely on a jurisdictional element to invoke the Commerce Clause power, Congress rarely needed to do so because the Court's expansive view of the substantial-effects prong presented even less of a hurdle. Thus, the implications of permitting Congress to regulate any person, good, or activity with a connection to a state-line crossing went largely unrecognized.

III

LOPEZ AND MORRISON: HOW THE APPARENT "REVOLUTION" IN CONGRESS'S COMMERCE CLAUSE POWER LEFT THAT POWER ESSENTIALLY INTACT

From 1937 until the Court's 1995 Lopez decision, the Court, using a lenient rational-basis standard of review, uniformly upheld congressional statutes against Commerce Clause challenges.\textsuperscript{148} However, the Lopez decision, as surprising as it may have been in light of past Commerce Clause jurisprudence, should not have been a complete surprise. As early as 1976, the Court expressed its concerns about the proper roles of the federal and state governments when it invalidated the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to state employees in \textit{National League of Cities v. Usery}.\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Usery} revealed a deeply divided Court.\textsuperscript{150} Although the Court overruled \textit{Usery} less than ten years later in \textit{Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority},\textsuperscript{151} in \textit{Garcia} then--Justice Rehnquist and Justice O'Connor dissented, predicting that the Court would again protect the principles that it briefly protected in \textit{Usery}.

After a few more personnel changes on the Court,\textsuperscript{153} Chief Justice Rehnquist's and Justice O'Connor's predictions came true. The Gun-Free School Zones Act (GFSZA) criminalized firearm possession within one

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{148} See supra note 3.
\item \textsuperscript{149} 426 U.S. 833 (1976). Though the Court's decision did reflect a concern for placing limits on Congress in order to protect federalism, the Court did not base its holding on Congress's Commerce Clause powers alone. Instead, the decision turned on the fact that the application of the FLSA was to a state entity, and Congress could not impermissibly interfere with "integral [state] government functions." \textit{Id.} at 851.
\item \textsuperscript{150} Justice Blackmun provided the necessary fifth vote, but his concurring opinion expressly limited the application of the holding to the specific facts at issue. \textit{See id.} at 856 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
\item \textsuperscript{151} 469 U.S. 528 (1985). Justice Blackmun switched sides.
\item \textsuperscript{152} \textit{See id.} at 580 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) ("[I] do not think it incumbent on those of us in dissent to spell out further the fine points of a principle that will, I am confident, in time again command the support of a majority of this Court."); \textit{see id.} at 580, 589 (O'Connor, J., dissenting) ("The Court today surveys the battle scene of federalism and sounds a retreat. Like Justice Powell, I would prefer to hold the field and, at the very least, render a little aid to the wounded.... I share Justice Rehnquist's belief that this Court will in time again assume its constitutional responsibility.").
\item \textsuperscript{153} Justices Kennedy and Thomas, both voting with the majority in \textit{Lopez}, were appointed to the Court between \textit{Garcia} and \textit{Lopez}.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
thousand feet of a school zone. The district court upheld the provision, and the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit unanimously reversed the district court. The Supreme Court, in a five-to-four decision, struck down the GFSZA as exceeding the scope of Congress's Commerce Clause power.

Lopez involved a twelfth-grade Edison High School student in San Antonio, Texas who carried a concealed .38 caliber handgun and five bullets to school. After receiving an anonymous tip, school authorities confronted Lopez, who confessed to the gun possession. The Texas authorities charged Lopez under Texas law with firearm possession on school premises. The next day, the Texas authorities dropped the state charges after federal agents charged Lopez with violating the GFSZA.

In the principal opinion, Chief Justice Rehnquist first reviewed the history of the Court’s Commerce Clause jurisprudence. He then identified three categories of activity that Congress can regulate. First, Congress may regulate the use of the channels of interstate commerce. Second, Congress may regulate and protect the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or persons or things in interstate commerce, even if the regulated activity is solely intrastate. Third, Congress may regulate activities that substantially affect interstate commerce. After determining that possession of a handgun does not fall within the first two categories of Congress’s Commerce Clause power, Chief Justice Rehnquist proceeded to analyze the statute under the substantial-effects prong.

Chief Justice Rehnquist identified three grounds for questioning the constitutionality of the GFSZA. First, the statute had nothing to do with commerce or any sort of economic enterprise. It was just a criminal statute. Expressing federalism concerns, Chief Justice Rehnquist pointed out that the "[s]tates possess primary authority for defining and enforcing the criminal law." Second, the Chief Justice observed that the GFSZA did not contain a jurisdictional element, "which would ensure, through case-by-case inquiry, that the firearm possession in question affects interstate commerce.
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commerce." Since the statute in Lopez did not contain a jurisdictional element, the Court did not further discuss this requirement. Consequently, Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion still could be read to support the argument that a line crossing ensures a connection to interstate commerce, regardless of how distant the line crossing is from the regulated activity. Finally, the Court stated that Congress did not make any formal findings demonstrating that the activity in question substantially affected interstate commerce. Although findings were not required, Chief Justice Rehnquist suggested that findings would be helpful in close cases like Lopez where it was not obvious how gun possession in a school zone would substantially affect interstate commerce.

Justice Kennedy wrote a separate concurrence, joined by Justice O'Connor, that expressed concerns about maintaining proper federalism boundaries in light of the increasing nationalization of both the economy and society. Justice Kennedy found that the statute implicated two core elements of federalism. First, since the government's rationale (that possession of a gun in a school zone might result in violent crime, and that violent crime, in turn, has an effect on the national economy) could be used to demonstrate that any activity has a substantial effect on interstate commerce, it conflicted with the notion that the federal government possesses only limited powers. Second, Justice Kennedy expressed concern that the federal government might be intruding upon areas that the Constitution reserved for regulation by the states. "Were the Federal Government to take over the regulation of entire areas of traditional state concern, areas having nothing to do with the regulation of commercial activities, the boundaries between the spheres of federal and state authority would blur and political responsibility would become illusory."

169.  Id. at 561. The Court cited United States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336 (1971), in support of this proposition. As discussed supra, in Part II.B.3, Bass involved the former 18 U.S.C. § 1202(a), which criminalized the receipt, possession, or transportation of a firearm by a felon "in commerce or affecting commerce." One critical difference between the jurisdictional element discussion in Bass and the proposition Chief Justice Rehnquist cited Bass for in Lopez, however, is that Bass involved a question of statutory interpretation, where the Court found that the nexus requirement modified each component of the statute (receipt, possession, and transportation). The Court in Bass did not, however, discuss the use of a jurisdictional element, in general, to ensure an adequate connection to interstate commerce. In contrast, Chief Justice Rehnquist's citation in Lopez suggests that Bass supports the notion that the inclusion of a jurisdictional element automatically ensures the constitutionality of the statute.
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176.  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 577. Justice Kennedy also pointed out that over forty states had already enacted laws criminalizing the possession of firearms on or near school grounds, demonstrating that if a state desired to address this problem, it clearly would have the ability to do so. See id. at 581.
Justices Breyer, Stevens, Souter, and Ginsburg dissented. First, they noted that as the Court had understood the commerce power over the last half century, the GFSZA clearly fell within that power.\(^\text{177}\) Second, they criticized the distinction between commercial and non-commercial as being unworkable in today’s economy.\(^\text{178}\) Finally, they voiced concern that the ruling created uncertainty in an area of law that, over the last sixty years, had become reasonably settled.\(^\text{179}\)

Some commentators thought *Lopez* signaled a revolution.\(^\text{180}\) Others thought it signaled an evolution.\(^\text{181}\) Some lower courts and commentators doubted altogether whether the Court was serious about enforcing federalism limits on Congress’s Commerce Clause power.\(^\text{182}\) As courts and commentators argued over the implications of *Lopez* and whether the Court’s new interpretation of the substantial-effects prong would really protect federalism limits, one major obstacle to protecting those limits went largely ignored. Although the Court limited the substantial-effects prong to cover only commercial activities, it evinced no intention to reexamine the channels or instrumentalities prongs of Congress’s Commerce Clause power. In fact, the Court apparently reaffirmed Congress’s ability to regulate under those prongs.\(^\text{183}\) Further, by highlighting the absence of a jurisdictional element, the Court implied that its addition would validate an otherwise unconstitutional statute. This implication left open a massive loophole. Very little evidence was required under the *Jones* and *Wickard* regime to satisfy the Court that an activity had a substantial effect on commerce. However, even less evidence is required, given today’s nationalized markets and society, to show that a car, gun, or person has at some point traveled across state lines.

The Court tried to answer doubts regarding its commitment to the enforcement of federalism boundaries in *United States v. Morrison*,\(^\text{184}\) but still failed to limit the reach of the jurisdictional element. In *Morrison*, the Court struck down the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act ("VAWA")\(^\text{185}\) as exceeding Congress’s ability to regulate

\(^{177}\) *Id.* at 625 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (pointing out that the Court had previously upheld statutes based on far less significant connections to interstate commerce than the connections between school violence and interstate commerce).

\(^{178}\) *Id.* at 627-30 (Breyer, J., dissenting).

\(^{179}\) *Id.* at 630-31 (Breyer, J., dissenting). Of course, the dissenting Justices failed to mention that the reasonable settlement point basically allowed Congress to regulate almost any activity.

\(^{180}\) See supra note 2.

\(^{181}\) Choper & Yoo, supra note 9, at 854.


\(^{183}\) See Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558 ("The authority of Congress to keep the channels of interstate commerce free from immoral and injurious uses has been frequently sustained, and is no longer open to question.").

\(^{184}\) 529 U.S. 598 (2000).

under the Commerce Clause.\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Morrison} involved an alleged assault and rape at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Unhappy with the inadequate punishment handed down by the university, Christy Brzonkala, the alleged victim, filed suit against both the alleged attackers and the university under the VAWA.\textsuperscript{187}

The Court, in an opinion written by Chief Justice Rehnquist, first emphasized that "even under our modern, expansive interpretation of the Commerce Clause, Congress's regulatory authority is not without effective bounds."\textsuperscript{188} Next, the Court reviewed the reasons behind its \textit{Lopez} decision, noting the noneconomic, criminal nature of the conduct, the lack of an express jurisdictional element, and the lack of legislative findings in the GFSZA.\textsuperscript{189} Like the statute at issue in \textit{Lopez}, the VAWA did not include an express jurisdictional element.\textsuperscript{190} However, unlike the GFSZA, the VAWA contained extensive congressional findings.\textsuperscript{191}

The Court seemed even more committed to protecting federalism in \textit{Morrison} than it did in \textit{Lopez}.\textsuperscript{192} As in \textit{Lopez}, the Court began by emphasizing the lack of a jurisdictional element and the noncommercial nature of the provision.\textsuperscript{193} Since the provision was not commercial in nature, the Court rejected Congress's findings that violence against women has a substantial effect on interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{194} Next, the Court reinforced federalism limits by suggesting that there are some substantive areas that might always be beyond federal regulation, regardless of their effect on commerce.\textsuperscript{195} "Indeed, we can think of no better example of the police power, which the Founders denied the National Government and reposed in the States, than the suppression of violent crime and vindication of its victims."\textsuperscript{196}

Thus, although \textit{Morrison} may have confirmed that \textit{Lopez} was not an aberration and that the Court intended to rein in Congress's Commerce Clause power for the sake of federalism, these cases' impact on the scope of Congress's power is in fact quite limited. First, the Court's holdings in both cases were directed to only a narrow subset of the wide range of activities that Congress might seek to regulate: wholly intrastate
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noneconomic activities that fall under the substantial-effects prong. Second, the Court in *Morrison* and *Lopez* did not reexamine the channels or instrumentalities prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power. Third, the Court impliedly reaffirmed Congress's power to regulate nearly everything as long as Congress included a jurisdictional element in the statute. Given the history of lenient judicial interpretation of the channels and instrumentalities prongs and the ease with which a jurisdictional element can be incorporated into a statute, it is reasonable to conclude that the Court may have plugged a hole in the dike of federalism but left the floodgates open. In sum, the "revolution" that many hoped (or feared) *Lopez* and *Morrison* would bring has done little to limit Congress's still-extensive Commerce Clause power.

IV

THE JURISDICTIONAL ELEMENT AND FEDERALISM: WHY THE COMMERCE CLAUSE STILL NEEDS REVISITING

The Court's failure to put meaningful limits on the use of a jurisdictional element to invoke Congress's Commerce Clause power leaves federalism in the same place it was before the Court decided *Lopez* and *Morrison*—seriously at risk. Federalism depends on limiting the use of the commerce power to when there is a true connection to interstate commerce. The current presumption that the crossing of state lines ensures a connection to interstate commerce is erroneous. The continued growth and increasing integration of the United States economy ensures that almost everything and everyone crosses state lines at some point. But that state-line crossing alone does not ensure a connection to interstate commerce because it takes no account of the circumstances under which it occurred. Thus, a limitation on Congress's commerce power based on a mere line crossing is meaningless and fails to protect federalism.

A. Implications of the Growth of the U.S. Economy

At the founding period, there was little indication that the United States would experience the rapid economic growth that it did in the late nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth century, growth which was accompanied by an explosion in interstate activity. The colonies' growth had depended more on producing goods for foreign markets than for

197. Moreover, the impact of the Court's limitation of the substantial-effects prong to commercial activities is questionable, since the Court did not actually overrule any prior Commerce Clause decisions.

198. See *Morrison*, 529 U.S. at 618 ("The regulation and punishment of intrastate violence that is not directed at the instrumentalities, channels, or goods involved in interstate commerce has always been the province of the States.").

interstate markets. However, after 1790, the American economy began to transition to a period of economic growth that continued throughout the nineteenth century.

Railroad expansion corresponded to, and in large part spurred, the growth of the American economy. Between 1830 and 1870, the number of miles of railroad track in operation increased by 229,996 percent. Between 1870 and 1890, the number of miles of operable track increased by another 214 percent, and between 1890 and 1931, the number of miles of operable track increased by 157 percent. While these numbers do not precisely reflect the increase in the number of people and goods crossing state lines, they do demonstrate that the potential, and thus the likelihood, of state line crossings increased incalculably. The increasing revenues collected from railroad freight also evince a correspondence between the expansion of railway track and the increasing shipment of goods interstate. In 1890, railway freight revenue was an estimated $714,464.00. In 1957, that number had grown substantially, to over $9 million.

When railroad growth slowed, travel by motor vehicles increased. Between 1921 and 1996, the number of miles of roads and streets increased by 35 percent. This growth in infrastructure corresponds to the enormous growth in the number of miles traveled by motor vehicles. In 1921, motor vehicle owners in the United States drove an estimated 55,027 million miles. In 1957, motor vehicle owners drove an estimated 647,004 million miles. Furthermore, recent figures suggest that the amount of interstate travel is still increasing. In 1985, the United States Census Department estimated that Americans took about 156.6 million trips more than 100 miles from home. In 1994, Americans took 434.3 million trips more than 100 miles from home.
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Not only have transportation networks expanded, but communications networks have also grown. In 1912 the United States Census Department estimated that there were approximately 20,248 thousand miles of telephone wire in the United States. In 1990, that estimate grew to 1,528 million miles, a 655 percent increase.\(^2\) Even in recent years, the number of households with telephone service has grown substantially. In 1970, 87 percent of households had telephone service, whereas by 1998, 94.1 percent of households had the service.\(^2\)

These numbers are significant in that they show that more persons and goods than ever are crossing state lines. They further indicate that almost every activity or transaction is connected, however remotely, to something or someone that has crossed state lines. Thus, the federal government, if it can rely on a mere state-line crossing as justification for exercising Commerce Clause power, is potentially empowered to regulate almost all intrastate activities. For example, it could regulate all of our textbooks in public schools or assign FBI agents to hand out parking tickets on local streets. After all, the paper those books and tickets are printed on probably traveled across state lines at some point. And, since streets can be considered channels of commerce, and automobiles can be considered instrumentalities of commerce, everything connected to streets or automobiles could be considered appropriate subjects for regulation. Even before the Court decided *Lopez* and *Morrison*, Judge Wiseman pointed out the limitlessness of these notions:

> If anything that will take you across a state line is an "instrumentality of commerce," then there is justification for Congress to regulate anything done on a bicycle or, for that matter, on foot. The Framers traveled to Philadelphia on horseback or by horse and carriage. Can it be imagined that in constructing the Commerce Clause they intended to regulate and punish horse stealing?\(^2\)

The Court’s failure to limit the jurisdictional element means Congress can continue to use it to reach almost anything it deems a social problem. Professors Choper and Yoo have suggested that Congress might be able to regulate divorce by providing that any person who either has ever traveled or who plans to travel in the future using the channels or instrumentalities of interstate commerce must meet federal standards in order to obtain a


divorce.\textsuperscript{215} Choper and Yoo have also suggested that Congress could regulate same-sex marriages, either by refusing to allow anyone married under a state same-sex marriage law to cross state boundaries, or by refusing to allow someone to enter into a same-sex marriage if they have ever traveled across state lines.\textsuperscript{216} These examples demonstrate that a jurisdictional element without some nexus requirement connecting the line crossing and the regulated activity would allow Congress to reach just about anything, even areas historically left to the states such as family law.

Of course, most of this seems inconceivable to us at this point. However, the reality of the threat to federalism posed by an unrestricted jurisdictional element is illustrated by the revised GFSZA.\textsuperscript{217} Taking the Court's cue that it would not review the channels and instrumentalities prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power, Congress passed a revised version of the GFSZA, adding that the firearm in question must have "moved in" or must "otherwise affect[] interstate or foreign commerce."\textsuperscript{218}

Although the Court stated in \textit{Lopez} that Congress cannot have a general police power,\textsuperscript{219} and although the rationales espoused in the early channels and instrumentalities cases were probably never intended to justify congressional regulation of a firearm that had once passed through interstate commerce via a state line crossing fifty years earlier, the revised GFSZA shows that Congress is likely to use the jurisdictional element to accomplish regulation with only an attenuated link to interstate commerce. If the Court wants to protect federalism, it must revisit the jurisdictional element because a state-line crossing, in itself, simply does not create a real connection to interstate commerce anymore.

The Court probably did not intend \textit{Lopez} to serve as a mere statute-drafting seminar. Given the federalism principles underlying \textit{Lopez} and \textit{Morrison}, it seems absurd to suggest that all it takes to avoid undermining those principles is to prove that a firearm was shipped in interstate commerce at some point in its existence. However, by emphasizing the lack of a jurisdictional element in \textit{Lopez}, the Court implied that such an element would ensure that the gun in question would indeed affect interstate commerce if it had crossed state lines. Consistent with this observation, the lower federal courts have consistently upheld statutes based on the mere presence of a jurisdictional element.
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B. Lower Court Decisions

If the Court did not intend Lopez and Morrison to serve as mere drafting lessons, then adherence to the Lopez and Morrison principles requires courts to place some limitation on the jurisdictional element by requiring a closer nexus between the line crossing and the regulated activity. A brief look at how lower federal courts have handled challenges to other federal statutes since Lopez and Morrison supports this point. While Lopez and Morrison may have given hope to many criminal defendants by providing another rationale with which to challenge their convictions, the lower courts have, for the most part, summarily rejected such challenges.

1. Federal Carjacking Statute

The federal carjacking statute is rooted in the Dyer Act, enacted in 1919, which prohibits both the transportation of stolen motor vehicles in interstate commerce and the receiving, concealing, or disposing of stolen vehicles that have been transported across state lines.220 Congress enacted the Dyer Act in response to interstate auto thefts where stolen vehicles would be taken across state lines in order to dispose of the vehicles or the parts, and it proved to be an effective tool in combating such thefts.221

More than seventy years later, Congress enacted the federal carjacking statute, which makes it a federal crime to "take[] a motor vehicle that has been transported, shipped, or received in interstate or foreign commerce from the person or presence of another with the intent to cause death or serious bodily harm."222 Although the acts regulated by the two statutes are similar in that they both involve stolen vehicles, their respective connections to interstate commerce are dramatically different. While the Dyer Act was aimed at preventing the interstate transportation of stolen motor vehicles or parts, the federal carjacking statute is aimed at preventing carjacking. In the latter case, the only connection to interstate commerce is often that the car was shipped across state lines from the manufacturer to the dealership.223 In contrast, in the Dyer Act, the line-crossing element is intimately connected to the regulated activity because it is the line crossing that has created the special harm. The statute is intended to reach the specific subset of perpetrators who not only steal cars, but who also take the cars across state lines, possibly to sell them. It is the line crossing itself that makes the criminals harder to prosecute by state officials and therefore justifies federal action. In contrast, the purpose of the federal carjacking

---

The jurisdictional element in the carjacking statute does little more than create a slightly higher burden on the prosecution. In each prosecution, the prosecutor must not only prove the act of carjacking but also that the vehicle has crossed state lines. Like guns, virtually all motor vehicles move in interstate commerce at some point, often before they are even sold. Thus, satisfying the element is generally little more than a formality, albeit a formality that has supported the lower courts’ almost unanimous decision to sustain the constitutionality of the statute against *Lopez* and *Morrison* challenges.224

Finally, the absurd results that ensue in the rare cases where the prosecutor cannot prove the line crossing demonstrate the inadequacy of relying on an unrestricted jurisdictional element to justify the use of Congress’s Commerce Clause power.225 In those cases, the criminal defendant, though his alleged crime mirrors that of other defendants prosecuted under the statute, is acquitted on federal charges because there was no line crossing, despite the fact that the car stolen likely has the same connection to interstate commerce as another car that a prosecutor could prove was shipped in interstate commerce years ago. For example, in *United States v. Gamble*, a case involving an alleged carjacking in Michigan, the government introduced figures that showed that more than 25 percent of all passenger cars and trucks made in America are made in Michigan, and over 50 percent of all vehicles made in America are made in either Michigan, Ohio, and

---

224. See, e.g., United States v. Cobb, 144 F.3d 319, 320-22 (4th Cir. 1998); United States v. McHenry, 97 F.3d 125, 126-29 (6th Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 519 U.S. 1131 (1997); United States v. Coleman, 78 F.3d 154, 157-60 (5th Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 519 U.S. 891 (1996); United States v. Bishop, 66 F.3d 569, 575-90 (3d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1032 (1995); United States v. Robinson, 62 F.3d 234, 235-37 (8th Cir. 1995). The courts in most of these cases have, at least in part, relied on the presence of a jurisdictional element in the carjacking statute to reject *Lopez*-based attacks. See Cobb, 144 F.3d at 321-22; Coleman, 78 F.3d at 159; Bishop, 66 F.3d at 585-88; Robinson, 62 F.3d at 236-37; United States v. Taylor, 226 F.3d 593, 600 (7th Cir. 2000) ("Repeatedly since *Lopez* we have held that a jurisdictional element ensures sufficient nexus with interstate commerce to withstand Commerce Clause challenges.") (citing Gillespie v. City of Indianapolis, 185 F.3d 693, 704-05 (7th Cir. 1999); United States v. Wilson, 159 F.3d 280, 285-87 (7th Cir. 1998)). Despite the fact that many carjackings likely involve completely intrastate activity, such as those that occur in the driveways of private residences, some lower courts have avoided the potential implications of *Lopez* and *Morrison* altogether by analyzing the carjacking statute as a statute that is designed to regulate and protect the channels of interstate commerce. See, e.g., McHenry, 97 F.3d at 126-29 (sustaining the statute under both the instrumentalities prong and the substantial-effects prong of Congress’s Commerce Clause power by finding that the carjacking statute regulates economic activity); see also Cobb, 144 F.3d at 322 (finding the carjacking statute constitutional and the required analysis unchanged by *Lopez* because the statute, in the court’s opinion, regulated the instrumentalities of commerce). Some courts have based their holdings on the notion that cars are instrumentalities of interstate commerce. See, e.g., Cobb, 144 F.3d at 322; United States v. Oliver, 60 F.3d 547, 550 (9th Cir. 1995); United States v. Watson, 815 F. Supp. 827, 831 (E.D. Pa. 1993).

The jury acquitted the defendant because the prosecution could not prove the car had ever left Michigan. The figures suggest that residents of Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky are protected less by the federal carjacking statute than other states because the federal statute links protection to a state-line crossing. An absurd corollary to this observation is that carjacking in Michigan is much less connected to interstate commerce than carjacking in Idaho. The lesson, then, seems to be that if you want to be a carjacker, you should pack up your bags and move to Michigan or Ohio, where a line crossing is hard to prove, and steal a new rather than an old car, thereby making the line crossing even harder to prove.

2. Felon-in-Possession Statute

Federal statutes govern the licensing, sale, transportation, possession, and use of firearms. Like many other criminal statutes, the firearms statutes have also come under Lopez- and Morrison-based attacks, though most of those attacks have failed. The felon-in-possession statute, which contains a jurisdictional element, provides a clear example of the failings I have pointed out in Lopez and Morrison. The statute criminalizes a felon’s possession of a firearm that is “in or affecting commerce” and forbids a felon from receiving or transporting any firearms which have been “shipped or transported” in interstate or foreign commerce. The jurisdictional requirement in the felon-in-possession statute requires only a showing that the gun has crossed a state line at some point since its manufacture. The government need not show any close temporal connection between the line crossing and the felon’s possession of the firearm to satisfy the jurisdictional element. Though the Supreme Court interpreted the reach of the felon-in-possession statute before it decided Lopez and Morrison, the lower courts’ post-Lopez and Morrison interpretations of the statute have not changed. For instance, in United States v. Gallimore, the Fourth Circuit noted that “the Government may establish the requisite interstate commerce nexus by showing that a firearm was manufactured
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outside the state where defendant possessed it.\textsuperscript{234} The Sixth Circuit has similarly noted that \textit{Lopez} did not change the analysis under the felon-in-possession statute.\textsuperscript{225}

The Tenth Circuit took a different approach to avoiding the constraints of \textit{Lopez}. It viewed the jurisdictional element as solely implicating the channels prong, even though the language of the statute ("in or affecting commerce") means that the statute might cover solely intrastate activity that affects commerce.\textsuperscript{236} But the Tenth Circuit's approach to the felon-in-possession statute illustrates the weakness of a channels rationale based on a remote line crossing. If Congress's purpose was to keep the channels of interstate commerce free from all firearms, then the felon-in-possession statute was a terrible way to do it, as it only covers firearms possessed by felons, hardly the majority of firearms in the United States. Of course, Congress can fight one evil at a time; but to claim that Congress enacted this legislation to protect the channels of interstate commerce seems highly suspect in light of the extremely limited ability of this statute to serve that purpose. Further, if Congress had a narrower purpose, such as to protect the channels of interstate commerce from firearms possessed by felons, then it would have made more sense to focus on the interstate
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\item \textsuperscript{225} United States v. Napier, 233 F.3d 394, 400 (6th Cir. 2000) ("Lopez . . . did not disturb the Supreme Court's precedents which indicate that a firearm that has been transported at any time in interstate commerce has a sufficient effect on commerce to allow Congress to regulate the possession of the firearm pursuant to its Commerce Clause powers."). (quoting United States v. Chesney, 86 F.3d 564, 571-72 (6th Cir. 1996)) (emphasis original in Napier).
\item \textsuperscript{236} United States v. Dorris, 236 F.3d 582 (10th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 532 U.S. 586 (2001).
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The court noted:

\textit{Section 922(g)(1) by its language only regulates those weapons affecting interstate commerce by being the subject of interstate trade. It addresses items sent in interstate commerce, and the channels of interstate commerce themselves—ordering they be kept free of firearms. Thus, no analysis of the style of \textit{Lopez} or \textit{Morrison} is appropriate.}

\textit{Id. at 584. One court, when considering a statute that did not contain an explicit jurisdictional element, read one in to avoid \textit{Lopez} and \textit{Morrison}. United States v. Kirk, 70 F.3d 791 (5th Cir. 1995), aff'd en banc, No. 94-50472, 1997 U.S. App. LEXIS 12670 (1997) (considering the machine gun statute, which prohibits the transfer or possession of a machine gun after May 19, 1986). The majority relied on the inference that because the statute prohibits transfer as well as possession, the channels of interstate commerce are implicated. \textit{Id. at 796-97.} Judge Jones, dissenting from the \textit{Kirk} court's decision to sustain the statute under the channels prong, pointed out the problems with the majority's reasoning. Judge Jones aptly noted that both transfer and possession can occur wholly intrastate, and that "mere intrastate possession of a machine gun is not a use of the channels of interstate commerce any more than mere intrastate possession of a basketball." \textit{Id. at 799-80} (Jones, J., dissenting). See also United States v. Beuckelaere, 91 F.3d 781 (6th Cir. 1996). Dissenting in \textit{Beuckelaere}, Judge Suhrheinrich wrote:}

\textit{Instead of adhering to the framework suggested by \textit{Lopez}, however, the majority strains the limits of the first two categories [channels and instrumentalities] to buttress its decision. Attempting to bring § 922(o) [the machine gun statute] within the first \textit{Lopez} category [channels], it indicates that prosecution under § 922(o) necessarily involves an illegal transfer implicating the channels of interstate commerce. This view overlooks the plain language of the statute, which clearly allows prosecution for mere possession of a machine gun.}

\textit{Id. at 788. (Suhrheinrich, J., dissenting).}
movement of the gun after the felon gained possession of it, rather than before. The most rational explanation, however, is that Congress’s purpose in enacting the statute had nothing to do with the channels of interstate commerce at all. Rather, the effect of the statute indicates that Congress’s purpose in enacting it was to prohibit the possession of firearms by felons, regardless of any connection to interstate commerce or its channels and instrumentalities. While it seems clear that the lower federal courts are generally reluctant to enforce the federalism boundaries underlying **Lopez** and **Morrison**, it must also be noted that the Supreme Court, by declining to overrule **Scarborough**, enabled the lower courts to pursue this course. Thus, lower courts interpreting the felon-in-possession statute can rely on precedent from the Supreme Court that says that a line crossing at any point in time satisfies the statute’s jurisdictional element.237

Statutes regulating motor vehicles and firearms are two of the most obvious examples of the problem created by using a jurisdictional element without any additional nexus requirement. Both guns and automobiles are primarily manufactured in certain areas; thus it is unusual to find a gun or automobile that has not, in its lifetime, crossed a state line. As a result, Congress has the ability, based solely on a state-line crossing, to regulate nearly all firearms and automobiles. The willingness of Congress to exploit this tenuous but powerful connection to the Commerce Clause power is illustrated by a bill proposed in 1991 and again in 1993, where Congress sought to make it a federal crime to commit any state crime with a firearm that had crossed state lines.238

The problem is not, however, limited to the regulation of specific goods that are manufactured in only a few areas and thus almost always cross state lines. Since the Supreme Court has not placed any real limitations on the use of the jurisdictional element to sustain facial constitutionality, Congress could conceivably regulate any person, good, or activity as long as the person or good, or a person or good connected to the activity, has crossed a state line.

3. **Federal Arson Statute**

The federal arson statute criminalizes the malicious damage or destruction by fire or explosive of “any building, vehicle, or other real or personal property used in interstate or foreign commerce or in any activity

237. See United States v. Bowens, 108 F. Supp. 2d 1067, 1072 (N.D. Cal. 2000). The court noted: [T]he **Lopez** trilogy only even arguably overrules the constitutional premise allegedly implicit in **Scarborough**’s ‘minimal nexus’ construction of § 922(g)’s predecessor [felon-in-possession] if the activity regulated in § 922(g) is category three . . . § 922(g) regulates category two activity. Under this approach, the constitutionality of § 922(g)’s possession prong . . . remains undisturbed by the **Lopez** trilogy.

Id. at 1072-73.

affecting [such] commerce." In Jones v. United States, a unanimous Court held that a private home that received natural gas from out of state did not satisfy the jurisdictional requirement of the arson statute. The Court's analysis focused on the term "use" as Justice Ginsburg, writing for the Court, emphasized that the property was used as a home, "the center of ...family life," not in "any trade or business." The Court's limiting interpretation of the statute is due to the language requiring "use" in commerce. However, the Court also relied on the maxim that if a statute is susceptible of two interpretations, one of which would raise serious constitutional concerns, it must adopt the other. The Court recognized that adopting the government's argument that the home was "used" in interstate commerce because it received natural gas from out of state would mean that "hardly a building in the land would fall outside the federal statute's domain." Even the four Lopez dissenters, including Justice Ginsburg, recognized that a broad reading of the federal arson statute might, even under an expansive definition of Congress's Commerce Clause power, raise constitutional problems. Thus, the Jones opinion indicated that there are some minimal connections to interstate commerce that will not satisfy the jurisdictional element. However, those limitations are themselves limited. The Court considered arson to be an unquestionably local crime. It is unclear whether the Court would express the same concerns if the conduct in question were not deemed to be as unquestionably local.

Consistent with a straightforward interpretation of the statute's language, most of the cases arising from the federal arson statute involve buildings with tenants engaged in commercial activities or buildings being rented or leased. Lower court cases suggest that the statute's reach is growing, however. In United States v. Milton, the Kansas District Court sustained the statute's application to a church based on the fact that churches receive many of their supplies from out of state and often transfer funds across state lines. Further, the Eleventh Circuit has suggested that if a private home contains the resident's home office, and the computer in
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that home office is equipped with a modem linking it to interstate phone lines, the jurisdictional element would be satisfied.\textsuperscript{248}

Lower courts faced with \textit{Lopez} and \textit{Morrison} challenges to the federal arson statute usually engage in very little Commerce Clause analysis due to the presence of the jurisdictional element. Instead, they assume that if the jurisdictional element is satisfied, the statute is constitutional, even if the decision completely undermines the federalism principles in \textit{Lopez} and \textit{Morrison}.\textsuperscript{249} Although the Court's opinion in \textit{Jones} signaled that statutory language like "used in interstate or foreign commerce" can serve a limiting function, it did not foreclose the lower courts from relying on remote connections with interstate commerce to satisfy that language.

4. \textit{Child Support Recovery Act}

As mentioned earlier, without limitations on the use of the jurisdictional element to establish constitutionality, Congress could conceivably regulate areas traditionally left for the states, such as family law. For instance, the Child Support Recovery Act (CSRA) illustrates Congress's use of the Commerce Clause power to justify a foray into domestic relations. The CSRA criminalizes the willful failure to pay past-due child support for a child that lives in a different state.\textsuperscript{250} Congress enacted the CSRA to combat the difficulties faced by some states when they attempt to gain jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant who has failed to pay child support; often the custodial parent was forced to sue in a foreign jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{251} However, the jurisdictional element in the statute requires only that the defendant must reside in a different state than the child.\textsuperscript{252} Thus, the statute requires no connection between the line crossing and the willful failure to pay by the defendant. A defendant can be found guilty under the act even when it was the custodial parent who moved out of state, rather than the defendant.

As with the other statutes containing jurisdictional elements, however, the lower courts cannot agree on which prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power applies to the CSRA. For instance, the Seventh Circuit sustained the CSRA because it deemed it to be a regulation of a ""thing' in interstate commerce."\textsuperscript{253} The Third Circuit, on the other hand, upheld the

\textsuperscript{248} See United States v. Denalli, 73 F.3d 328, 330-31 (11th Cir. 1996).

\textsuperscript{249} See Nelson & Pushaw, supra note 55, at 153.

\textsuperscript{250} 18 U.S.C. § 228(a) (1994).


\textsuperscript{252} 18 U.S.C. § 228(a)(1) (1994). The statute only refers to "a child who resides in another State." It does not have any requirements regarding how the parent and child came to reside in different states.

\textsuperscript{253} United States v. Black, 125 F.3d 454, 460 (7th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 523 U.S. 1033 (1998); see also United States v. Bailey, 115 F.3d 1222, 1229-30 (5th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 522 U.S.
CSRA based on the substantial-effects prong, relying primarily on extensive findings showing the effect of delinquent child support obligations on interstate commerce. Finally, a Virginia district court upheld the statute based solely on the presence of the jurisdictional element requiring that the defendant must reside in a different state than the child.  

Not all lower courts have upheld the CSRA. In United States v. Schroeder, the district court struck down the CSRA as unconstitutional after finding that it failed under the substantial-effects prong. The court reasoned that the jurisdictional element requiring the noncustodial parent and child to live in different states did not establish enough of a link to interstate commerce to support congressional regulation. However, the Ninth Circuit reversed, finding the CSRA to be constitutional under the channels and instrumentalities prongs.  

Schroeder raises an important point. Some statutes will fall under more than one prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power. However, none of them should fall under both the substantial-effects prong and either of the channels or instrumentalities prongs because the substantial-effects prong is intended to analyze wholly intrastate activities. Courts’ confusion on this point demonstrates the difficulty of distinguishing interstate subjects from intrastate subjects when the state-line crossing is remote.

5. Other Statutes

While I have discussed some of the areas that have faced the most frequent Lopez- and Morrison-based challenges, the lower courts have also heard Lopez- and Morrison-based attacks on the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, the Hobbs Act, the Endangered Species

1082 (1998); United States v. Mussari, 95 F.3d 787 (9th Cir. 1996), cert. denied. 1997 U.S. LEXIS 2776; United States v. Bongiorno, 106 F.3d 1027, 1031-32 (1st Cir. 1997) (finding child support orders to be “functionally equivalent to interstate contracts” and thus “‘things’ in interstate commerce”).  


257. Id. at 364-65.  

258. Mussari, 95 F.3d at 790-91.  

259. In addition to the aforementioned courts presenting conflicting views of which prong of the Commerce Clause power applies, some courts have simultaneously applied all three prongs. See United States v. Williams, 121 F.3d 615, 619 (11th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 523 U.S. 1065 (1998) (upholding that statute under all three prongs, channels, instrumentalities, and substantial effects); United States v. Crawford, 115 F.3d 1397, 1400 (8th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 934 (1997) (same).  

260. Some of this confusion likely results from the Court’s reference to the lack of a jurisdictional element in Lopez, a substantial-effects case. Still, courts are generally more prone to thinking about the jurisdictional element in the context of the channels and instrumentalities prongs.

Act,\textsuperscript{263} and the federal obscenity statute.\textsuperscript{264} Whether these lower court decisions are based upon an explicit or implied jurisdictional nexus requirement, the results have been as inadequate in protecting federalism as those discussed under the carjacking, firearms, and CSRA statutes. Furthermore, as with the cases previously discussed, many of these lower court decisions illustrate that a line crossing simply does not ensure a sufficient connection to interstate commerce anymore.

For example, in \textit{United States v. Schaffner}, Schaffner appealed from a conviction of sexual exploitation of a child.\textsuperscript{265} The federal statute at issue allowed the prosecutors to charge Schaffner with the persuasion, inducement, enticement, or coercion of a minor to engage in any sexually explicit conduct for the purpose of producing visual depictions of the conduct, so long as the visual depiction has been transported or mailed in interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{266} The purpose of the statute was to thwart the interstate trade in child pornography.\textsuperscript{267} Schaffner drove a 15-year-old girl across state lines, and took nude photographs of her while staying at different motels.\textsuperscript{268} Schaffner eventually drove the girl back home, again across state lines.\textsuperscript{269} One month later, someone discovered one of the nude photographs hidden inside Schaffner's bathroom, and Schaffner was prosecuted under section 2251(a).\textsuperscript{270} Based on the evidence that Schaffner carried the photograph across state lines while returning home, the court sustained the conviction.\textsuperscript{271}

While there was a close time nexus between the interstate carriage of the photograph and the act in question, and few would doubt that Schaffner's conduct should be criminalized, the case still presents problems. If Congress's authority is to regulate interstate commerce, it is difficult to see how Schaffner's act of carrying the photograph across state lines and then stashing it in his bathroom had anything to do with interstate commerce. The purpose of the jurisdictional element is to ensure, on a case-by-case basis, that the act in question has a connection to interstate commerce.

\footnotesize{262. See, e.g., United States v. Peterson, 236 F.3d 848, 852 (7th Cir. 2001) (holding that even after \textit{Morrison}, only a showing of a de minimus effect is required to satisfy the jurisdictional element); United States v. Wang, 222 F.3d 234 (6th Cir. 2000) (reversing the defendant's conviction, reasoning that after \textit{Lopez} and \textit{Morrison}, a stronger connection to interstate commerce is required).

\footnotesize{263. E.g., Gibbs v. Babbitt, 214 F.3d 483 (4th Cir. 2000) (rejecting a Commerce Clause challenge to a regulation limiting the taking of red wolves on private land).

\footnotesize{264. See, e.g., United States v. Schaffner, 258 F.3d 675 (7th Cir. 2001) (holding that the defendant's transportation of an obscene photo across state lines provided a sufficient nexus to commerce to justify regulation).

\footnotesize{265. \textit{Id.} at 676.

\footnotesize{266. 18 U.S.C. § 2251(a) (1994).

\footnotesize{267. \textit{Schaffner}, 258 F.3d at 680.

\footnotesize{268. \textit{Id.} at 675.

\footnotesize{269. \textit{Id.} at 677.

\footnotesize{270. \textit{Id.}

\footnotesize{271. \textit{Id.} at 675.}
commerce. Although Congress may have other adequate justifications to regulate Schaffner’s actions, those justifications hardly stem from the state-line crossing.

Finally, the growth of communications networks across the United States has greatly increased the likelihood that any activity will involve some line crossing and thus potentially permits all activities to be regulated under the Court’s current approach to the jurisdictional element. Indeed, one Tenth Circuit case has held that internet communications can establish a line crossing sufficient to invoke Congress’s Commerce Clause power. In United States v. Kammersell, Kammersell was charged with transmitting a threatening communication in interstate commerce in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 875(c). Kammersell had logged onto his Internet service provider, America OnLine (AOL), from his home computer in Riverdale, Utah, in order to send a message to his girlfriend in Ogden, Utah. He sent her a bomb threat via “instant message” in hopes that she would be able to leave work early and go on a date with him. Since AOL’s server is based in Virginia, the “instant message” was first automatically transmitted to Virginia, then instantly sent back to his girlfriend in Ogden, Utah. Kammersell argued that, because so many local telephone and internet communications are first routed out of state, federal jurisdiction would cover almost any communication made by telephone or modem if the court sustained the application of the statute to his activities. Nevertheless, the Tenth Circuit upheld the statute. Thus, the use of the jurisdictional element in the statute at issue in Kammersell leads to absurd results, just as it did in the carjacking statute: anyone who wants to send bomb threats to his neighbors must avoid using the phone, Internet, or mails in order to avoid federal prosecution—that is, of course, unless he lives in Virginia, where he might be able to just send an AOL instant message without transmitting anything across state lines.

V Reworking the Jurisdictional Element

As illustrated above, lower courts faced with Lopez- and Morrison-based challenges to federal statutes have tended to presume that the presence of a jurisdictional element invokes an “as applied” challenge to a facially valid statute under the channels and instrumentalities prongs. They

273. 196 F.3d 1137 (10th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 530 U.S. 1231 (2000). Section 875(c) criminalizes transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of any communication threatening to injure or kidnap another person. 18 U.S.C. § 875(c).
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have then applied those prongs leniently by presuming that the crossing of state lines ensures a sufficient connection to interstate commerce. To explain further, if a statute does not contain a jurisdictional element, a reviewing court must determine if a statute is facially valid. If a statute does contain a jurisdictional element asserting Congress’s authority, then the statute is presumed to be facially valid, and a reviewing court must determine whether the statute is valid “as applied” to each particular case. The problem, however, is that when courts allow any line crossing (which is generally easy for the government to prove) to satisfy the jurisdictional element and thus ensure a sufficient connection to interstate commerce, the statutes undergo no additional Commerce Clause analysis. In sum, constitutionality is essentially assumed both facially and as applied.

The viability of federalism depends on limiting the use of the Commerce Clause power to persons, goods, and activities that have a real connection to interstate commerce. However, the method that the courts use to analyze the statutes avoids scrutiny of the key issue: whether a concrete connection to interstate commerce exists. Instead, when the statute contains a jurisdictional element, it is presumed facially valid and valid as applied when the government can prove a line crossing. This result occurs even when the line crossing has nothing to do with the regulated activity—when it is temporally remote from the regulated activity;\(^{278}\) when the regulated activity, absent the random line crossing, has absolutely no connection to interstate commerce;\(^{279}\) and even when the harm being regulated is in no way connected with the line crossing.\(^{280}\) Furthermore, since the jurisdictional element can include the “affecting commerce” language, courts sometimes even view the line crossing as creating a presumption that there is a substantial effect on interstate commerce. Thus, the Court should impose an additional nexus requirement on the jurisdictional element to rein in its use so that constitutionally questionable statutes are subject to at least some judicial scrutiny. Granted, there are some rationales under the channels and instrumentalities prongs that are entirely separate from the jurisdictional element, like the diseased-cattle rationale, and yet have the potential to be applied without limits. However, the Court has evinced its intention not to entirely reexamine the channels and instrumentalities prongs. Thus, in order for the Commerce Clause to be truly limited by federalism principles, the Court should first start with the smaller task of revising its current approach to the jurisdictional element.

\(^{278}\) E.g., United States v. Napier, 233 F.3d 394 (6th Cir. 2000).


A. Unworkable Solutions

Revising the jurisdictional element is not, of course, the only solution. Many commentators critical of the Court’s current Commerce Clause jurisprudence have proposed drastic reforms, which I review in this Section. For the most part, the solutions proposed by these scholars are limited by the Court’s unwillingness to completely revamp its Commerce Clause jurisprudence. Thus, in this Section, I also discuss some obvious and less drastic solutions that will bring us at least a few steps closer to an original understanding of Congress’s Commerce Clause power. First, I discuss a time-nexus requirement, which would require the line crossing to occur within a certain amount of time of the regulated activity. Second, I discuss a commerce-nexus requirement, which would require that the line crossing be related to commerce or a commercial activity. Third, I discuss a causation-nexus requirement, which would require that the line crossing actually cause the harm that Congress is trying to prevent.

While each of these solutions has its benefits, I ultimately conclude, however, that each presents serious definitional problems. I then discuss my proposed solution, a purpose-nexus requirement, which would require that the line crossing support Congress’s purpose in enacting the statute and, further, that the purpose in enacting the statute is a proper one under the Commerce Clause power. While none of these solutions are infallible, I argue that the purpose-nexus requirement is the most workable because the Court is certainly capable of divining many of the Framers’ purposes for enacting the Commerce Clause in the first place. Tying a regulation to these purposes thus ensures that Congress is within the boundaries of an original understanding of its Commerce Clause power.

1. Drastic Reforms

Criticism of the Court’s Commerce Clause jurisprudence is not new, and several commentators have proposed reforms to the Court’s Commerce Clause analysis. This subsection addresses the more drastic of those proposed reforms. Richard Epstein and Raoul Berger have both advocated the approach taken by Justice Thomas in Lopez that the Court needs to reroot its Commerce Clause jurisprudence in an original understanding of the Commerce Clause.281 Under such an approach, Congress’s Commerce Clause power would be closely linked with interstate trade rather than economic activities in general.282 Although courts should attempt to firmly root their interpretation of Congress’s Commerce Clause power in the text and history of the Constitution to the greatest extent possible, this approach presents two primary problems. The first, as mentioned previously,
involves ambiguity regarding what constitutes commerce "among the several States." Justice Thomas, Epstein, and Berger would likely limit this category to interstate transactions. However, this proposed solution leads to a second, and more important problem: limiting Congress's Commerce Clause power to interstate transactions would force the Court to overrule nearly every case involving Congress's Commerce Clause power in the latter half of the twentieth century, likely causing disruption not only to the United States' nationally integrated economy but also to important civil rights advances made during the past fifty years. Thus, even if the Court decides to reexamine the channels and instrumentalities prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power and agrees, in theory, with Justice Thomas's view, it is unlikely to enact such a monumental change to the scope of Congress's power.

Donald Regan takes a very different approach. He criticizes the Supreme Court's Commerce Clause jurisprudence for being too formalistic and for not offering any tangible factors for determining what should be the province of the states and what should be the province of the federal government. Instead, Regan proposes a two-prong test that a regulation must satisfy in order to pass constitutional review. First, the regulation must be in the "general interest[s] of the union." Second, states must be "separately incompetent" to handle the problem themselves. Regan's approach does not, however, solve the problem it tries to correct. Formal distinctions, such as what are direct versus indirect effects, may be hard to apply at times, but determining what is "in the general interests of the union" is likely to be just as difficult, even though it is arguably a less formalistic test. Further, in the absence of precedent, such a vague test is likely to undermine some of the federalism principles that the Court enunciated in Lopez and Morrison. Two purposes of maintaining a dual

284. See generally Lopez, 514 U.S. at 584-602; Berger, supra note 14; Epstein, supra note 14.
285. The Court has previously questioned the constitutional underpinnings of an earlier decision but then decided to refrain from overruling that decision because of principles of stare decisis and reliance. See Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 845 (1992) (considering the scope of Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973)).
286. See Regan, supra note 14, at 554 ("On the one hand, we have a collection of doctrinal rules that, if we take them seriously, allow Congress to do anything it wants under the commerce power. On the other hand, we continue to pay lip service to the idea that Congress's power is limited.").
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289. The national crisis surrounding the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks presents a prime example of this problem. While no one would argue that it is not in the general interests of the union to protect American citizens from further terrorist attacks, determining exactly which implementations of those protections are in the "general interests of the union" is subject to various interpretations. While some citizens may be willing to give up certain civil liberties—in the interests of the union—in light of the threat of further terrorist attacks, should that threat significantly dissipate, such a forfeiting of civil liberties might no longer seem to be in the "interests of the union." Would that mean that the law, while constitutional at an earlier time, would be unconstitutional once the threats had subsided?
system of government are to satisfy diverse preferences and to provide a
two-tiered system for securing citizens' liberties. A "general interests of
the union" test might undermine rather than protect federalism by imposing
policies that thwart not only many of those diverse preferences but also the
protection of liberties (because citizens threatened by the imposition of the
will of a national majority would not be able to resort to their state gov-
ernments for protection). Under Regan’s approach, Congress might still
conceivably be able to decide that it is in the general interests of the union
to ban gay marriages, something no state could do on its own. Regan’s test
does not include a limiting factor that would curb legislation like this that
has little if anything to do with interstate commerce. Thus, although
Regan’s suggestion that we look to the “general interests of the union” is
plausibly connected with one of the purposes behind the Commerce Clause
power, the Court needs to further interpret that language. Otherwise it will
be subject to interpretations as broad and unwieldy as some of the interpre-
tations of “interstate commerce.”

Professors Grant Nelson and Robert Pushaw propose an approach that
is both more workable and truer to the history and text of the Constitution
than Regan’s approach. Nelson and Pushaw agree with Justice Thomas
that modern Commerce Clause jurisprudence should comport with the text
and history of the Commerce Clause but propose adopting a test that would
not require the Court to completely overrule all modern Commerce Clause
jurisprudence. Their proposed test supports the results of most of the
Court’s modern Commerce Clause cases but rejects the reasoning in those
cases.

Under Nelson and Pushaw’s approach, the Commerce Clause has two
requirements. First, Congress must regulate “commerce.” Acknowledging
criticisms that it is impossible for courts to define “commerce” with any
precision, Nelson and Pushaw undertake a linguistic and historical study
to produce a definition of commerce that includes three catego-
ries: (1) buying and selling goods, the production of those goods, and the
“incidents of that production;” (2) the “compensated provision of
services,” such as labor and banking; and (3) “the means by which
commerce is transacted,” such as contracts and letters of credit. Further-
more, Nelson and Pushaw reject the Court’s channels and instrumentalities
theories entirely, limiting their definition of commerce to include only
transportation that is “undertaken for business purposes or provided by a
common carrier.”
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Second, the regulation must "implicate[] commerce in more than one state," which Nelson and Pushaw define as having "commercial effects in more than one state." However, since Nelson and Pushaw acknowledge that most commerce does have some commercial effects in more than one state given our integrated economy, they propose that courts should view this prong of the test leniently, asking only whether "Congress has provided a 'rational basis' for its conclusion about such a commercial impact."

This approach does present a workable definition of commerce, though one not without problems. For instance, Nelson and Pushaw require that Congress must regulate "commerce," a similar requirement to that imposed by the Court under the substantial-effects prong in Lopez. Courts have sidestepped this Lopez requirement, however, by defining the "regulated activity" rather broadly. For instance, in Rancho Viejo v. Norton, the District Court for the District of Columbia considered a constitutional challenge to a provision of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 which forbade any person to "take any [endangered or threatened] species within the United States or the territorial sea of the United States." The statute defined "take" as to "harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct."

In Rancho Viejo, the plaintiff was a real estate development company that was attempting to construct homes on some of its property. In one of the construction areas, Rancho Viejo built a fence, which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service determined constituted an "illegal take" of the arroyo toad under the Endangered Species Act. Though the regulated activity in question would seem to be the "take" of the arroyo toad, as that is specifically what Congress had forbidden, the court defined the regulated activity in broader terms. Since in this case the regulation forbidding a "take" of arroyo toads would interfere with the building of homes, the court defined the home building, rather than the take, to be the regulated activity and thus properly within Congress’s Commerce Clause power under the substantial-effects prong. Under this broad view of what constitutes the regulated
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activity (and thus what must be considered "commerce" or commercial in nature), Nelson and Pushaw's test might not impose any real limits.

Moreover, Nelson and Pushaw's lenient standard for enforcing the second prong hearkens back to the pre-Lopez substantial-effects test. Nelson and Pushaw require not only that Congress regulate "commerce," but also that the regulation implicate more than one state; otherwise the Framers might as well have written the Constitution to simply give Congress the power to regulate all commerce. But, as the government's arguments in Lopez demonstrated, almost everything will "implicate" and have a commercial effect on more than one state if viewed at a certain level of generality. If we defer to congressional findings that something implicates more than one state, we would be allowing Congress, as has happened under the substantial-effects prong, to define the scope of its own power as long as it could come up with a chain of causation that in the end links the regulation and some interstate effects. Since my selling a stick of gum for twenty-five cents to my sister would constitute "commerce" under this approach, as long as Congress could provide a "rational basis" for finding that the sale had a commercial impact on another state, Congress could regulate it. This logic seems almost as absurd as allowing Congress to regulate that sale simply because the stick of gum was manufactured in another state. Thus, Nelson and Pushaw's approach might not remedy the above-discussed problems created by the limitless jurisdictional element.

The most difficult hurdle to revitalizing the Commerce Clause as a limit on federal power is, of course, that Lopez and Morrison evinced not even a hint of willingness to completely reexamine and transform the Court's current Commerce Clause jurisprudence. The Court's reluctance may reflect the practical concerns I noted earlier: that major reforms would require the Court to overrule half a century of Commerce Clause precedents, thereby causing disruption to the economy and important civil rights advances made in the past fifty years. Given these potential consequences of drastic reforms, this Comment proposes a more limited revision of Commerce Clause jurisprudence that focuses only on the jurisdictional element. Simply stated, this Comment proposes that the Court should, as a first step in protecting federalism after Lopez and Morrison, constrain the use of the jurisdictional element by requiring a closer connection to

306. See supra Part II.A.

307. For example, when Nelson and Pushaw apply their approach to Lopez, they reach the same result as the Supreme Court did because firearm possession in school zones is not a commercial activity. Nelson & Pushaw, supra note 55, at 130-31. In contrast, under their approach they would uphold the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act because "[a]bortion entails the sale of a service, and the buildings where these services are provided are commercial establishments." See id. at 150. It is not inconceivable, however, for some to characterize schools as entailing the sale of services, as although there is no direct payment (except in the case of private schools), citizens pay for the services through local taxes. Under this characterization, it is possible that the Nelson and Pushaw approach would not invalidate the GFSZSA.
interstate commerce itself, just as the Court attempted to rein in the substantial-effects prong by requiring a closer connection to commerce. This practical solution should help protect federalism and is one step closer to rerooting the Commerce Clause in an understanding more true to the constitutional provision as it was enacted. Further, it should not significantly disrupt the economy or society, and it should not require the Court to explicitly overrule any aspect of *Lopez* or *Morrison*.

2. *Time-Nexus Requirement*

The most obvious limitation the Court could impose on the channels and instrumentalities prongs is a time-nexus requirement. Under this approach, a jurisdictional element would continue to require that a regulated person, good, or activity be “in or affecting commerce.” However, in contrast to the status quo, only a subset of line crossings connected with the regulated person, good, or activity would be sufficient to satisfy the statutory language. Specifically, the time-nexus requirement would allow Congress to regulate activities based on a line crossing only when the line crossing occurred within a certain amount of time of the regulated activity. For example, under a time-nexus approach, Congress would have to redraw the federal carjacking statute to require the prosecutor to prove that the carjacked vehicle had traveled across state lines within a specified period of time.

If we assume, for the moment, that transporting a vehicle that is soon to be carjacked, or has been recently carjacked, across state lines somehow implicates interstate commerce, then the time nexus would solve some of the problems that the Court has encountered in placing limits on Congress’s Commerce Clause power under the channels and instrumentalities prongs. For instance, in *United States v. Gamble*, the court acquitted the defendant after the prosecution failed to prove that the hijacked car had ever crossed state lines. However, the vehicle that the defendant in *Gamble* allegedly carjacked probably had the same trivial connection to interstate commerce as a vehicle that had provably crossed state lines ten years earlier. Nevertheless, if Gamble had carjacked the latter vehicle, the prosecution would have prevailed. With a time nexus, the court could have avoided this type of absurdity. A time-nexus approach would treat the two vehicles similarly because both had such a remote connection to interstate commerce—line crossing or not—that congressional regulation would not be justified.

Similarly, a time nexus would ensure that Congress could not add formalistic fixes to statutes that fail under the substantial-effects prong by including a jurisdictional element, as Congress did when it revised the

---

GFSZA. Instead, a time nexus would require that the perpetrator carry the firearm across state lines and into a school zone within a specified period of time, or carry it into a school zone and then shortly thereafter cross state lines, in order to implicate federal jurisdiction.

Thus, assuming that a simple line crossing actually implicates interstate commerce in some way, a time-nexus requirement could potentially ensure a closer connection between interstate commerce and the regulated activity and could potentially limit Congress’s power to regulate any person or good that has ever crossed state lines. However, the assumption embedded in these conclusions looms large. A time nexus alone, though it would ensure a closer connection to interstate commerce than is currently required to sustain congressional jurisdiction, would not ensure that Congress’s jurisdiction is consistent with a more restrictive understanding of the Commerce Clause. For instance, even if we were to require Congress to reenact the GFSZA with a time nexus requiring that the gun being transported into a school zone had crossed state lines within the past ten days, such a revision does not seem to bring the statute anymore within Congress’s Commerce Clause power than the original GFSZA. Many would argue that activities in a local school zone should be regulated by the state and local law enforcement. Thus, a time nexus in a statute like the GFSZA may increase the likelihood that the regulated activity implicates interstate commerce (perhaps because the perpetrator bought the gun in another state with less stringent gun controls and then had it shipped to his own state), but a time nexus does not necessarily ensure that Congress is acting within the proper scope of the Commerce Clause power.

Thus, in practice, a time-nexus requirement may not prove very useful for limiting the scope of congressional power under either the channels or the instrumentalities prong. For instance, even with the imposition of a strict time-nexus requirement, Congress could still exercise a general police power by regulating anything that passes through the channels of interstate commerce, as long as it defines the person or good that passes through the channels of commerce as the evil it is regulating. For instance, a time nexus would not limit Congress’s ability to regulate gay marriages by forbidding people who have entered into a gay marriage from passing through the channels of interstate commerce. As in the *Lottery Case*, the Court can characterize almost anything as “evil,” compare it to diseased cattle spreading infirmity through the channels of commerce, and then uphold the prohibition on its movement through the channels of commerce.309

309. Congress has already passed the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), Pub. L. No. 104-199, 110 Stat. 2419 (1996), which permits a state to disregard any act, public record, or judicial proceeding of another state that recognizes rights or claims arising from a relationship between people of the same sex. Although DOMA gives States the right to choose whether or not to recognize same-sex marriages, its limited scope does not necessarily mean that Congress does not have the power to regulate same-sex marriages.
Similarly, a time-nexus requirement might still allow expansive regulation under the instrumentalities prong, as long as Congress is careful in its drafting. For instance, Congress could still federally criminalize any activity that involved an interstate highway, the Internet, the mails, a railway, or any other instrumentality of commerce during the commission of the crime. As long as "commission of the crime" is defined liberally enough, it would not likely be hard to prove that the perpetrator drove on an interstate highway or used a telephone connected to interstate wires during the "commission of the crime." Statutes such as the felon-in-possession statute, which is based on simple possession alone (e.g., where Congress might hypothetically punish "possession of a firearm by a felon using any instrumentality of commerce"), would make the prosecutor's task even easier unless the felon locked himself in his house and avoided all roadways, highways, modems, and even mails.

Even beyond these limitations on the usefulness of a time nexus, bigger problems arise in trying to define the parameters of the nexus. It is unclear where the Court would look, constitutionally or historically,\(^{310}\) to determine a proper time nexus for each regulated activity, especially as the time-nexus requirement would likely differ substantially depending on the person, good, or activity being regulated. Setting these precise standards seems more like a legislative task than a judicial one.

3. Commerce-Nexus Requirement

Alternatively, the Court could require that the line crossing (or prohibition on line crossing under the channels prong) be explicitly related to commerce or a commercial activity. For example, with a commerce-nexus requirement, the jurisdictional element in the felon-in-possession statute ("in or affecting commerce") could only be proved by a showing that the firearm crossed state lines in connection with a commercial transaction, for instance via a sale transacted across state lines. This would address the problem Justice Fuller pointed out in his dissent in the \textit{Lottery Case} when
he noted that under the majority's opinion, "an invitation to dine" shipped across state lines would constitute interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{311}

Moreover, a commerce nexus would, in part, remedy the confusion discussed in Part IV regarding the jurisdictional element's role in the analysis by bringing the substantial-effects prong and the channels and instrumentalities prongs closer together. Under the substantial-effects prong, Congress must prove that the regulated activity is commercial in nature and has a substantial effect on interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{312} To get around the requirement that the activity needs to be commercial in nature, courts can simply posit that anything that passes through the channels and instrumentalities of commerce has an effect on commerce and therefore falls within congressional jurisdiction to regulate. However, if Congress exercises its Commerce Clause power to regulate something based on its effect on commerce, that regulation would more properly fall under the substantial-effects prong. To avoid the problem of classifying whether or not the statute covers wholly intrastate activity, a commerce nexus would prevent Congress from regulating intrastate, non-commercial activity (through the use of a jurisdictional element) that would more properly fall under the substantial-effects prong because it does not involve the channels or instrumentalities of commerce in some substantial way.

Imposing a commerce nexus requiring that the line crossing actually implicate interstate commerce to a specific degree is one of the most obvious solutions to curb an otherwise limitless Commerce Clause power. The commerce nexus would work similarly to Nelson and Pushaw's proposed changes and would share some of their shortcomings.\textsuperscript{313} The primary difficulty with imposing such a strict commerce nexus requirement is that the requirement would, in effect, eliminate the channels and instrumentalities prongs altogether. As I noted earlier, although this result might be consistent with an original understanding of the Commerce Clause, it is highly unlikely that the Court will take such a rapid turn in its jurisprudence. A second problem is that courts can sidestep any definition of "commerce" by defining the regulated activity broadly. Take, again, the Rancho Viejo example: although the statute regulated the taking of certain species, the court defined the regulated activity as home building, and thus found the activity to be commercial.\textsuperscript{314} Finally, a commerce nexus would pose significant line-drawing problems: courts would be forced to determine what constitutes more than a de minimis connection to commerce. However, this determination may not lead to greater protection for federalism. As the reasoning in the Lopez dissent makes clear, if one piles enough inferences on

\textsuperscript{311} Champion v. Ames, 188 U.S. 321, 371 (1903).
\textsuperscript{312} See Lopez, 514 U.S. 549.
\textsuperscript{313} See supra notes 290-307 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{314} Rancho Viejo, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16444.
top of each other, almost everything seems to have a connection to commerce.315

4. Causation-Nexus Requirement

A third possible limitation the Court could impose on the jurisdictional element is a causation nexus. Under this test, the jurisdictional element would sustain the constitutionality of a statute only if the line crossing caused the harm that Congress is trying to prevent. For instance, in enacting the Dyer Act,316 Congress was concerned with the increasing number of interstate auto thefts.317 Since the stolen cars could be easily transported across state lines and then stripped to sell the parts, it was difficult for individual states to reach the criminal conduct.318 Thus, Congress enacted a law criminalizing interstate car thefts, a harm that was directly caused by the line crossings and that state and local authorities could not have remedied individually.319

This method presents two primary problems, however. First, defining causation can be a difficult exercise and might present problems similar to those the Court would face in imposing a time-nexus requirement. For instance, under the felon-in-possession statute,320 if a firearm has been transported across state lines and eventually falls into the hands of a felon, certainly the line crossing is in some sense a “but-for” cause of that possession. However, at a certain point there will likely have been too many intervening acts to satisfy any theory of proximate causation. The first problem, therefore, is determining where to draw the line.

The second problem is that Congress may be able to avoid this limitation by altering how it defines the harm it is trying to reach. Take, for example again, the hypothesized statute forbidding couples who have entered into a gay marriage from crossing state lines. Congress could first deem gay marriages “evil,” as it did lottery tickets in the Lottery Case.321 Next, it could decide that it wants to protect interstate commerce from that evil, since people who have entered into gay marriages might influence others traveling in interstate commerce. Under this rationale, Congress could decide to prohibit the interstate line crossing of people who have entered into gay marriages. After all, if the harm Congress is trying to protect against is the spreading of the “evil influences” of those who have entered into gay marriages to others traveling in interstate commerce, then the line crossing has “caused” the harm and the nexus would be satisfied. Thus, a causation

315. Lopez, 514 U.S. at 615-44 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
318. Id.
319. Id.
320. See supra Part V.B.2.
321. See supra notes 118-27 and accompanying text.
nexus, like a time nexus, still will not remedy the fact that under current Commerce Clause doctrine, Congress still has a general police power to regulate almost any subject.

B. A Workable Solution: A Purpose-Nexus Requirement

The problems highlighted in the proposals previously discussed lead me to propose a purpose-nexus requirement as the most plausible solution to the jurisdictional-element problem. The Court should impose a purpose nexus that would have two interrelated requirements. First, the inclusion of the jurisdictional element (the line crossing requirement) must support Congress’s purposes in enacting the statute. Second, those purposes in enacting the statute must be sanctioned by the Commerce Clause power.\(^2\)

The purpose nexus would ensure that, for instance, under the federal carjacking statute a prosecutor could not satisfy the jurisdictional element by proving that the car’s paint or steering wheel had been shipped in interstate commerce without demonstrating (1) that Congress enacted the statute, at least in part, to regulate the interstate transportation of vehicles which either have been carjacked or might be carjacked and which used paint or steering wheels from other states; and (2) that this purpose is a proper one for congressional regulation (in other words, connected to the purposes for giving Congress the Commerce Clause power in the first place).

The purpose nexus would solve most of the problems discussed earlier regarding the lower courts’ opinions, both by limiting statutes that might legitimately fall within Congress’s Commerce Clause power but have been too expansively interpreted, and by invalidating statutes that do not fall within Congress’s Commerce Clause power at all. For instance, Congress should, as it did in the Dyer Act, be able to reach carjackings where the perpetrator takes the vehicle across state lines, usually in order to sell the parts. However, the purpose nexus would limit Congress to that appropriate purpose. In contrast, a jurisdictional element that required only a line crossing at any time in the car’s existence, even years before the carjacking occurred, could not be said to support the proper purposes in enacting the statute: preventing the interstate trade in carjacked vehicles and

---

\(^2\) Purpose requirements have been advocated in different contexts, but this is the first time a purpose requirement has been proposed as a limitation on Congress’s use of the jurisdictional element. Harry Litman and Mark Greenberg examined the issue of characterizing Congress’s Commerce Clause power from a purpose-based view, as opposed to a subject-based view, and summarized the general argument for imposing a purpose requirement:

> The Commerce Power was given to Congress so that it could accomplish specific purposes, such as to provide for uniform standards and to protect the channels of interstate commerce from parochial interference. Why should Congress be able to accomplish purposes other than those for which the power was included in the Constitution?


\(^3\) See supra Part IV.B.
parts. Statutes that do not evince a proper purpose, like the GFSZA, would likely fail altogether. Congress might be able to show that the jurisdictional line crossing required in the statute is reasonably related to the purpose of preventing firearms from being carried through interstate commerce and into school zones, but it is doubtful that the Court would find that this is a purpose sanctioned by an original understanding of the Commerce Clause, or at least not in relation to the regulation of the channels and instrumentalities of commerce.

A purpose nexus would also be more workable than a time nexus because it would produce less arbitrary results and would not force the Court to overrule some important decisions made under the channels and instrumentalities prongs of Congress’s Commerce Clause power. For instance, the statute at issue in *Southern Railway v. United States* did not hinge on the presence of a jurisdictional element for its constitutionality. Rather, the statute was based on the need to prevent physical injury on the interstate railways, a proper purpose under the Commerce Clause power, and the practical impossibility of doing so without regulating cars on both intrastate and interstate railways. Nelson and Pushaw suggest that the channels and instrumentalities prongs be eliminated altogether, but the Court has already expressed its unwillingness to do so. Instead, a purpose nexus will ensure that if Congress is relying on a jurisdictional element for its jurisdiction is likely not as clear, a more meaningful review under the channels and instrumentalities prongs will ensue; but if a statute does not contain a jurisdictional element, then the Court’s usual Commerce Clause analysis will apply. Thus important decisions such as those upholding the public accommodations provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 would not be put at risk by imposing a purpose nexus because the Court ostensibly decided those cases under the substantial-effects prong and explicitly declined to overrule them in *Lopez*.

To impose a purpose nexus, we must first in each instance determine what Congress’s purpose was in enacting a statute, and then determine for what purposes Congress can properly act under the Commerce Clause to regulate the channels and instrumentalities of commerce (and if the purpose for enacting the statute falls within those purposes). As to the first determination, an obvious problem arises. The Constitution only requires that both the House of Representatives and the Senate pass the statute, and

---

324. 222 U.S. 20 (1911).
326. In imposing a purpose nexus, it is integral to examine if it is a “proper” purpose for Congress to act upon under the Commerce Clause, as otherwise Congress could simply get around the requirement by defining legislation in terms of purposes totally unrelated to the underlying purposes of giving Congress the Commerce Clause power in the first place.
that it is presented to the President.\textsuperscript{327} The Constitution does not require that Congress enact formal legislative findings underlying a statute, or set forth its reasons or purpose behind enacting a statute. Thus, often the only way to determine the congressional purpose behind a statute, beyond mere speculation, is to examine the legislative history of the statute. The legislative history, however, is often filled with comments and statements that do not reflect a unanimous or even majority opinion regarding the purposes behind the legislation. Furthermore, some statutes may contain very little legislative history. Of course, the Court could always use regular principles of statutory interpretation, as it often does, to determine the primary purpose behind the legislation by looking to its primary effect.

After ascertaining the primary purpose behind the statute, we must next determine what the proper purposes for Congress to act upon are. The Commerce Clause, unlike the Copyright Clause,\textsuperscript{328} for instance, does not enumerate a specific purpose behind the power. Moreover, putting the indeterminacy of the precise scope of the purposes underlying the enactment of the Commerce Clause aside, restricting Congress's power to enact only regulations that, for instance, protect interstate commerce and prevent states from discriminating against other states might force the Court to invalidate too many statutes passed under Congress's Commerce Clause power in the latter half of the twentieth century.

Finally, to impose a purpose nexus, the current Court will have to deal with the fact that the Supreme Court has long rejected this purpose-based view, as for example when it upheld Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as a proper exercise of Congress's Commerce Clause power.\textsuperscript{329} In \textit{Heart of Atlanta Motel}, the Court upheld the provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that outlawed discrimination and segregation in public accommodations based on race, color, religion, or national origin, despite the fact that the primary purpose in enacting the statute had nothing to do with protecting interstate commerce. Rather, the statute was enacted in large part to vindicate "the deprivation of personal dignity that surely accompanies denials of equal access to public establishments."\textsuperscript{330} As long as the regulated conduct fell sufficiently within Congress's Commerce Clause power, the Court found that the social or moral purposes motivating the Act did not affect its constitutionality.\textsuperscript{331}

Despite these difficulties, a purpose nexus will still mark a positive step towards an original understanding of the Commerce Clause power by

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{327} U.S. CONST. Art. I, § 7, cl. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{328} The Patents and Copyrights Clause allows Congress "[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
\item \textsuperscript{329} See \textit{Heart of Atlanta}, 379 U.S. 241.
\item \textsuperscript{330} \textit{Id.} at 291-92 (Goldberg, J., concurring).
\item \textsuperscript{331} \textit{Id.} at 256.
\end{itemize}
limiting the presumptions that accompany the inclusion of a jurisdictional element. Arguments about the complete scope of permissible purposes under the Commerce Clause power aside, we can broadly identify some of the underlying purposes behind the enactment of the Commerce Clause power. For instance, the Virginia Resolution set forth specific areas where the Commerce Clause power was required: (1) where the states are severally incompetent; (2) where individual state legislation might interrupt the harmony of the United States; and (3) where the legislated interest affects the general interests of the Union. Hypothetically accepting these justifications as a starting point (though the Court would obviously need to conduct a detailed inquiry into the enactment of the Commerce Clause power to accurately and precisely identify the underlying purposes), we can see that Congress's power to regulate the channels and instrumentalities of commerce most likely falls within the first two areas. Few would question that it is a permissible purpose for Congress to protect the channels and instrumentalities of interstate commerce from injurious uses, both because they can be used by the states to discriminate against each other, and because the states are severally incompetent to regulate the interstate channels and instrumentalities of commerce. We should limit Congress's ability to use the jurisdictional element to create a presumption of constitutionality to instances where Congress's regulation of the channels and instrumentalities of commerce is motivated by those proper purposes. Though defining the proper purposes for Congress's use of the Commerce Clause power in its entirety would be a difficult task, imposing a purpose nexus requires no such undertaking. Instead, the purpose nexus merely addresses the problem of the limitless use of the jurisdictional element. Currently, there seems to be a presumption of constitutionality if a statute includes a jurisdictional element. Here, the Court would be telling Congress: there are certain identifiable proper purposes that can underlie your regulation of the channels and instrumentalities of commerce, and if you can demonstrate a nexus between the regulation of the line crossing and those proper purposes, the inclusion of a jurisdictional element in a statute will lead to a presumption of constitutionality.

This is not to say that protecting the channels and instrumentalities of interstate commerce from injurious uses is the only proper purpose under which Congress can act under the Commerce Clause. Instead, as previously noted, it merely limits the presumption of constitutionality that the jurisdictional element has enjoyed to instances linked to a proper purpose. If Congress wants to act under other proper purposes under its power, it can still do so, but such statutes will not be presumed to be facially valid and

must survive scrutiny under one of the prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power. Certainly there will be instances where Congress will regulate the channels and instrumentalities of Commerce without utilizing a jurisdictional element, and where a challenge to such regulation would cause a court to scrutinize whether that regulation falls within Congress's Commerce Clause power. The purpose nexus does not change any of that. Take again the felon-in-possession statute as an example. Suppose Congress reenacted the felon-in-possession statute for the purpose of preventing such possession just because it thought possessions of firearms by felons were evil. A court, under a purpose nexus, would likely reject Congress's purpose as improper because Congress was not trying to protect the channels and instrumentalities of interstate commerce from firearms possessed by felons (which itself may need to be supported by a finding, for instance, that such possession caused substantial interstate violence or illegal transactions involving firearms). All this would mean is that Congress could not ensure a statute's constitutionality by simply including the "in or affecting commerce" language in the statute requiring only the showing of a random line crossing. Instead, Congress would have to demonstrate somehow that, for instance, the interest being legislated affects the general interests of the Union because it has a substantial effect on interstate commerce. The point is that Congress would have to draw the connection between the firearm possession and its Commerce Clause power if the statute was challenged (instead of relying on the fact that the gun crossed state lines), and a court would have to undertake a more searching review.

**CONCLUSION**

In his separate concurring opinion in *Lopez*, Justice Thomas noted how far we have strayed from the original understanding of the Commerce Clause. Further, he suggested that the Court should, at a later time, reexamine the substantial-effects prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power in its entirety, or otherwise risk repudiating "our long-held understanding of the limited nature of federal power . . . ." Justice Thomas is right. If the Court wants to protect federalism, it must revisit its Commerce Clause jurisprudence. While the Court can check congressional power in other areas, such as the Eleventh Amendment, leaving the Commerce Clause untouched would, even after *Lopez* and *Morrison*, still leave Congress with considerable powers to regulate almost anything. However, revisiting the substantial-effects prong alone is insufficient. In fact, as it now stands, the substantial-effects prong is the only prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power that actually imposes some limitations, as it is the only prong that

requires the regulated activity to be linked to commerce, and commerce is the basis of the original grant of power to Congress. The Court should require that there be essential links to commerce in the channels and instrumentalities prongs if it wants _Lopez_ and _Morrison_ to have any lasting impact.

Moreover, limiting the substantial-effects prong will have little practical effect given the manner in which lower courts have interpreted statutes as falling under the channels and instrumentalities prongs even when they seem to fit under the substantial-effects prong. When the Court initially interpreted the Commerce Clause, there was a distinction between each of the prongs of Congress's Commerce Clause power. Now, the prongs are intimately intertwined. Often a regulation of an intrastate activity involves, in some remote way, the channels or instrumentalities of commerce. Furthermore, activities that substantially affect interstate commerce often involve the passage through the channels of interstate commerce, or the use of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce, and sometimes the substantial effect is a product of the passage itself. With this in mind, the Court must recognize that to protect federalism, it must limit more than the substantial-effects prong of Congress's Commerce Clause power. Otherwise courts can, and have, simply recharacterized activities as falling within the limitless channels and instrumentalities prongs.

While the best method to enforce federalism limits on Congress might be to get rid of all three prongs altogether, the Court would be unwilling to do that. Since the Court has also indicated an unwillingness to reexamine the channels and instrumentalities prongs, it is likely that any proposed solution will still leave Congress with the ability to regulate much more expansively than the Framers intended. Limiting the jurisdictional element is the first step towards achieving an original understanding of the Commerce Clause power because it will force courts to more closely examine statutes, regardless of what prong they fall under, rather than rubber stamping every statute that contains a jurisdictional element.

Today, almost every conceivable regulation will involve either a person or good that has, at some point, traveled in interstate commerce. This remote linkage should not, however, translate into the presumption that every person or good has enough of an effect on interstate commerce, or is enough of a part of interstate commerce, to justify congressional regulation. In the end, _Lopez_ and _Morrison_ have not been revolutions or evolutions. They have not brought forth a significant change in the balance of power between the federal government and the states, and their underpinnings might fall to the wayside in the wake of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and the corresponding expansion of federal power. But while the Framers might not have specifically envisioned what the future might hold—that the country and economy would grow as it did, or that the
United States would face the national crises that it has, both in wars abroad and in being attacked upon its own soil—they still built the Constitution upon a framework that could respond to such developments. Thus, though in everyday life protecting federalism might not appear to be a primary concern, in order to ensure that the federal government responds to new developments within the confines of its Constitutional powers, the Court needs to step in once again and reexamine its Commerce Clause jurisprudence.